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-m.L llE IDIR AND DON'T BE AFRAID."

Euten llliHls U•ivenlty, Charleston

Athletes struggle with sex
Women in sports struggle
with how to deal with
their sexual appeal
By KristH Larse1
On6ne !Sports Edit0<

In Nike's recenc commercial for their
appard, the ,company cook the song "I
Fed Pretty" lnd added a cwist co it.
Taking pretty-face, top-earning
female achlefe and No. 2 women's tennis
player, Maria Sharapova walking to the
tennis court, Nike has different passerbyers singing the song.
Only at the end, when Sharapova
returns a serve with a grunt, does the
crowd stop singing, signifying that girls
and women can have game.
It is a continuing struggle for female
athletes to prove they aren't just a pretty
face, or an athlete in a smaller uniform,
but a crue competitor of the spon.
"That's the message in the
commercial," said Eastern tennis head
coach John Blackburn. "She is more
than a pretty face. She doesn't play a
pretty game, but one of raw power."
One of the controversies with female
athletes is thcir sex appeal because of
their uniforms.
The recenc movie "Stick It," which
came out lase April, is about high school
gymnastics.
The boys in the movie sran to watch
the spon because the girls wear leor.ards
and show off skin.
Even the main character, Haley
Graham (played by Missy Peregrym),
explains how gymnastics "mocks you ...
who doesn't want co parade around in a
leotard gcrting wedgies and doing dorky
choreography."
But those same girls also rip q~cr
sized pieces of skin from their hands
when doing bars and dislocate knees

when landing from the balance beam.
The
reason
for
the
uniforms being what they are is
function.
At Eastern, junior cross country
runner Jill Blondell has noticed that
men's teams, such as football, basketball
or baseball, judge the women and look
at what they are wearing.
"We are basically wearing nothing,"
said Blondell. "While the guys from
other teams may make comments, our
own guys' team doesn't say anything."
Sports such as cross country and
volleyball do have smaller uniforms, but
it makes them feel more professional,
said cross country runner Nicole
Flounders.
"I chink volleyball and basketball
players would look more alike with
their uniforms if it wasn't for function,"
said Eastern volleyball head coach Lori
Bennett.
A volleyball uniform consists of a
shirt and spandex shores, which enable
the players to dive for digs without
having their shores bunch up.
While college volleyball looks for
more function than appeal, beach
volleyball is more for appeal, Bennett
said.
"I've be!n playing in spandex since I
was a Little girl and I notice even when I
play pick up games in regular gym cloths,
I pull my shores up a little because that's
what I'm used to," said Eastern senior
volleyball player Mary Welch.
Tennis is another female sport with
controversial uniforms.
Blackburn allows his players to pick
their own uniforms, and his players
usually
pick something that is
comfortable
but
will
not
slow
them
down,
he
said.

»

SEE SEl, PAGE 1Z

Indy racing driver Danica Patrick, shown here on the front cover of Sports Illustrated magazine
has chosen to market her appeal as both a woman and an athlete, as shown in these pictures from
popular magazines.

Speaker addresses racism in lecture
VERGE

By Kaitlyw l.ollbr
Staff Reporter

All of the seats and the aisles in Lumpkin Hall
were filled last night as anti-racist writer and
activist Trm Wisc spoke about the problems with
privilege and discrimination in society today.
The purpose of Wise's workshop was to
address four main lessons to help make race and
discrimination more real to students.
The first lesson Wise addressed was co have
an appreciarion for equity and not just a need
for diversity.
"We have always been diverse but equitable,
no," Wise said.
When W1Se addressed equity he made a
connection with sororities and fraternities,
churches and synagogues.
Life is not like a church and a synagogue where
people go because they all have the same beliefs,
he said. "The larger world is not a fraternity or a
sorority where everyone is the same as you."
This simple analogy helped students to
connect with him.
"I found myself sitting there and agreeing
with what he was saying," said Mcghan Ward,
a freshman nursing major. "But you can't just sit
there and agree, you have to think about it and
acrually do something about it."
The second lesson that Wise taught was chat

things can happen because we have all been
conditioned," Wise said. "A white guy is four
times more likdy to have drugs in the car, but a
colored person is more likely to gee pulled over."
The third lesson was that discrimination is
not only a disadvantage of the target because
with every low you need a high; privilege is the
flip side to discrimination.
"If you type in under-privileged in Microsoft
Word it recognizes it, but type in over-privileged
and see how fast that little red line appears saying
we do not know what you are talking about,"
JAY &IAllEC I THE DULY EASTm llEWS
Wise said.
Beyond Diversity speaker Tim Wise speaks on
The dominant groups that W1Sc talked about
diversity issues on Thursday afternoon in the
that have advantages did not earn any of the
Grand Ballroom.
advantages chat are evident, instead headstarts
were achieved by their ancestors.
everyone is conditioned to think the way they do
"There are many psychological advantages
about stereotypes and discrimination.
chat the privilaged have," Wisc said. "If the
"I am offended that the movies and shows president were black and mispronounced and
my children watch are recruiting them to be made up many words they would fear of never
something they may not be," Wise said.
having another black president. Bue as white
His own personal experience came into people, we do not think of that because of the
play when he was on a flight with cwo African privilages we have."
American male pilots. The first thing that came
The fourth, and final, lesson Wise caught was
into his head, against all of his beliefs and that the targets for discrimination are in the best
how he grew up, was to question if they were position co know when it is happening.
going to be able to By the plane because they
"Proof that we have made progress is going to
were Black.
be when brown or black person can say what I
"When we have privilege and abuse it, bad am saying and arc taken seriously," he said.
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Football to taU . .at it
llopes wort be last road trip

,, The Panthers trail TennesseeMartin In the conference by one game
with just two to go.
They'll need to win this weekend
against Tennessee Tech and get some

help. Find out how that can happen
in sports.
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Rugby tries to fi•isll off
perfect season this weekend
,, Eastern's women's rugby team
has a chance to go 10-0 if they beat
Texas A&M this weekend at Lakeside

Field.
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le was life as a comedian or life
as a 911 operaror for Alysia Wood.
Wood was looking for a job
when she was offered a position as a
911 operaror. Ar the time, however,
her mind was on comedy.
"While interviewing, I realized
the hours at 911 would've
prevenced me crying comedy. Now
or never," she said.
At firsr, life as a comedian was
not easy for Wood.
Her first performance at an
open mic nighr was anything buc
smooch.
Wood
read
joke-writing
books to write her set and then
memorized it, but she said that she
was over prepared.
"Onstage, I realized it was crap,"
Wood said.
"I goc a mix of nervous, pity
laughs. So I panicked and talked
about how nervous, uncomfortable
I was which got a huge laugh."
The huge laugh came from
a crowd of eight buc it inspired
Wood co stick with comedy.
"That one honest laugh got me
hooked," she said.
PHOTO COUITEST UlllYEllSITT IOAID
"I cold my friend, 'That sucked!
Wood has been a comedian since 1998 and has expanded her
I can't wait to do it again!"'
audience from open mic nights to colleges, clubs, coffee houses, bars
Wood has been a comedian
and international youth hostels.
since 1998 and has expanded her
audience from open mic nighcs co
colleges, clubs, coffee houses, bars
and international youth hostels.
perform at Easccm this semester, trouble, I was rcncing standup
"My motto is, I tell jokes where that ic was difficult to find good videos and memorizing them,
jokes arc cold," she said.
female comedians. Albcrstadt pulling chem apart and putting
chem back together the same way
It was just lase year when Wood suggested Wood.
added colleges co her Use of venues,
"Doing a little ncnvorking is my brother dissected che VCR,"
how I found her," Claypbol said.
she said.
and Eastern is on thac list.
Wood is the first female
"I wasn't funny at a young age,
She said she enjoys the college
audience.
comedian that Claypool has bur I was always a comedy mimic
"They laugh at the jokes but booked during her time as comedy and fan."
As a child, Wood was not
also understand the poinc comics coordinator and hopes people like
are crying co make," Wood said. the show.
always known as a funny person
"They catch the little nuances chat
''I'm hoping people are not despite having a father who cold
others don't."
judgmental about the show," she jokes conscancly.
Wood will perform at 9 conight said. Claypool chinks that accendees
"My father always told jokes
in 7iA Screcc Underground as pan will appreciate that her jokes arc and stories, so I grew up watching
and listening co scandup endlessly,"
differenc from other comedians.
of University Board's comedy aces.
However, when asked what she said.
"People should come sec my
show because it's funny, and I topics Wood covers in the show,
"(However,) as a kid, I was
don't know what's going co happen she could not sum it up because painfully shy. I wasn'c known
either," she said.
she includes a variety.
as a funny person umil I was a
"I show up with a rough ouclinc,
'1 talk about everything, but teenager."
buc thanks to my ADD, it never I do try to talk abouc things thac
haven't been done to death," Wood
goes according ro plan."
FASTMCIS
UB
comedy
coordinator said. "I will cum anything that
Grecchen Claypool said, ''I'm scrikcs me as funny inco a joke or
~Wood just appaed OQ
very picky when it comes co funny scory."
The Bob and Tom Show, amorning
choosing comedians and I think
Although Wood can rurn almost
radio slation show. For more
she's fancastic. She was just full of anything into a joke, she started
intonnation about Wood, visit her
small by rencing scandup capes.
energy."
Web sites at www.alyslawood.com
"I had a lot offree, unsupervised
Claypool told Keith Alberscadc,
and www.myspace.com/atplawood.
who was the first comedian co time. When I wasn't gecring inco
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Renting for Fall 2007

3 Bedroom Apartments

- New Carpet
- Free Parking

- New Furniture
- Includes Trash

Close to Campus .. Great Rent Rates
For Info Call Beck at 345-0936

UNIVERSITY I OPEN HOUSE

Campus welcomes potential students
By Jesse Besowshek
Staff Correspondent

Finding a parking space on
campus will prove to be a difficult
challenge for many today.
Eastern will hold the second of
five Open Houses today, bringing
with it prospective srudcncs and
their parents who will be touring
che campus.
Sarah
Wacson,
admission
counselor and the person in charge
of the Open Houses, said Ea5cern
is amicipacing about 400 students
co participate Friday.
Many will come with parents,
giving the cotal number co be
around l ,200 people, which is
aroun'd'dtl:~~-nurnbcr that Wa$

estimated to show up lase year.
The goal for admissions this
year is co get as many freshmen
as possible co compensate for the
large senior class graduating this
year.
The target number is 1,900
freshmen and l ,000 transfer
srudcncs, Warson said.
Eastern usually plans the Open
Houses around holidays, such
as Vcccran's Day, so more high
school srudcnts can ancnd without
cucring their classes.
1he Open H ouses in October
and November are more imponant
than the ones hdd in the spring
because chis is generally the rime
prospective students arc making
their final decisions- •on ..\lhkh •

university to attend, Watson said.
Enrollment at Eastern is the
highest it has ever been, copping
at more than 12,000 students this
year.
Admissions scops accepting
new srudcncs when the university
is full, but they never know when
thac cap will be, Watson said.
Last year, Admissions stopped
taking applications in June.
"We really wane the whole
campus to embrace the campuswide initiative to show prospective
srudcncs
that
Eastern
can
be wdcoming. friendly and
comfonable," Watson said.
"We hope thac for che five
Open H ouses the campus would
1
be anClemandht(.' 1 "
'•
•

Not all pain relief
comes in a bottle ...
Tell your doctor
the right choice...
Central Illinois Physical Therapy
I 00 Professional Plaza, Mattoon

235-1245

345-1245

EngineeiiDgyour.retum to /Jealt/Jyliving

CAMPUS

I BUSINESS COLLEGE

Students: mir:td your manners
Attendees learn the
importance of posture,
dress and ettiquette
By Beth Hackett
Staff Reporter

The night began with soft piano
played by Kozue Ebina, a graduate
student of che music deparonem
ac Eastern. The mood was elegant
and classy, as most attendees were
dressed in formal attire and were
on their best behavior.
Rick Wilkonson, of the family
and consumer sciences deparanent,
said that this was che "fourth annual
etiquette dinner and it has gotten
bigger each and every year."
"It is meant for students to have
fun and learn something along che
way," he said.
The dinner was organized so
that a speaktr would identify and
explain specific types ofappropriate
etiquette in between courses of
the meal, which was prepared by
Panther Catering.
Morgan Prestage, a junior
voice performance major, said she
benefited &om Thursday night's
Etiquette Dinner.
"I learned a lot of details I'd
never known or thought about
before," she said.
Each cable had its own srudenc
facilicacor who went through
etiquette training sessions and
helped their peers through che
meal.
Robert Augustine, dean of
Graduate School and a speech
pathologist, began by explaining
the power of etiquette. The entire
audience liscened attentively as
Augustine dynamically inceracced
with students by setting up
scenarios and asking questions.
Augustine
messed
"your
professional dress and demeanor
hdp create positive bonds between
people."
These etiquette rules have been
proven co allow people to establish
boundaries and cruse with one
another. "Etiquette is about choices
and there are consequences for the
choices you make," Augustine said.
Mary Lou Hubbard, school
of family and consumer sciences,
explained during che salad course
that proper attire reB.eccs respect for
yourself, the hose, and the event.
Many were shocked to hear
that Hubbard's basic scandard for
business parries is "one or none,"
meaning if someone is going to
drink it is most courceous have one
drink, or none at all.
Hubbard stressed that "if yoi/re
ever unsure, be conservative."
Diane Hoadley, dean of the
Lumpkin College of Business and
Applied Sciences, educated the

CAMPUS

briefs
Honoring Student Veterans
n A veteran's ceremony will be held
today at noon at the Old Main flag pole
in honor of Veteran's Day, Nov. 11, and
National Veteran's Awareness Week,
Nov. 5-11.
When college students think of
honoring veterans, they may normally
think of the veterans who are their
parents or grandparents age; hardly
anyone thinks of someone close to their
own age.
Out of Eastern Illinois University's
12,349 students, 200 are veterans or
are currently serving in the military.
President Lou Hencken, Major Larry
G. Coblentz, a professor of military
science at Eastern and Charleston
Mayor John Inyart will be speaking at
the event.
Along with comments made by these
men, the ceremony will include a 21gun salute and the playing of the taps
to honor past and present veterans.
"This event is a good opportunity
to see how many students are veterans
on-campus and see the sacrifices they
have made," said Janice Hunt, Eastern
Illinois University spokesperson.
Prior to the event, refreshments
will be served in the Old Main's Cougill
Foyer beginning at 11 :30 a.m. If bad
weather occurs, the ceremony will be
held in the Cougill Foyer.
"Everyone on campus and in the
Charleston community is invited to come
out to honor our veterans," added
Hunt.
By Wendy Downing
Staff Correspondent

ERIC HILTNER I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Facilitator Adam Miear, a senior family and consumer sciences major, displays the proper method of
consuming soup at the etiquette dinner in the University Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union on Thursday evening.

audience on how co work a room.
''.Although these (business)
functions can be intimidating ac
first, macegy and planning will
help," she said.
Hoadley said that while
attending a formal business event,
it is crucial to mingle, nerwork
and make contacts. Attending
these functions usually consists of
walking around the entire time, and
always remember chat work rules
apply. Just because it is outside of
the office does nor make it a social
function, she said.
"Most importantly," Hubbard
explained, "keep eye contact, it's
essential."

While the main course was
being served, Lisa Brooks, graduate
coordinator,
explained
the
importance of dining etiquette.
"Good etiquette helps people
tO appear more civilized, cultured,
strong, and respectful," said
Brooks.
Alayna Harber, a senior
hospitality major, benefited most
from Brooks' differentiation of the
American and conrinenr:1I styles of
dining.
"As I walked around I noticed
many ofyou earing in the American
scyle, probably because that's what
you ace most accuscomed co,"
Brooks said.

Brooks explained some dining
do's and don'ts such as: always use
good posture at che cable, never
use a cell phone at the cable, cake
small bites to avoid looking like
a barbarian and try a little bit of
everything served to you.
Jim Heywood, a senior political
science major, said, "I beneficed
&om chis dinner because now I
know not to wear jeans co a business
event."
Many seemed pleased with the
meal and the lessons they learned.
A survey was given out at the end
of the night so chat next year's event
will be as eloquent, if not more,
than this year's.

I FUNDRAISING

RSOs to participate in Shanty Town
Students settle down
for the night in
cardboard boxes on
the library quad

bands, speakers, coffee and hot
chocolate for the groups chat will
be sleeping overnight.
Shanty Town is put on by the
campus chapter of Habitat for
Humanity to raise money for
National Hunger week.
By Julie Morss
Two years ago, the event raised
between $400 and $500 according
Staff Reporter
to the Oct. l, 2004 edition of 7he
This year's Shanty Town will be
Daily Eastern News.
"Billons of people live in
different due to the participation
of ocher Registered Student
substandard housing," said Roy
Organizations.
Lanham, the Newman Catholic
_Center's
cam~¥ t'n"mistcr, • who
i. ]i~ .P.r~~ wl" incJu~e. !O.U..P• _

serves as the adviser for Eastcrn's
chapter Habitat for Humanity.
Shanty Town is also a place
co raise awareness on inadequate
housing for chose less forrunace.
"Some people don't have the
same opportunities," Lanham said
Shanty Town is a small village
constructed in the Library Quad to
simulate poor living conditions.
Students can spend Sunday
night in Shanty Town experience
poverty for themselves until
Monday morning.
Mose students won't. sca1 the.

whole night due co coldness or

Symphony to present Mozart
» The Eastern Department of Music
will present Mostly Mozart, a concert
featuring the Eastern Symphony
Orchestra, the University Mixed Chorus
and Oratorio Society, and many special
guests. Mostly Mozart will be held on
Sunday, November 12, at 4:00 p.m. in
the McAfee South Auditorium.
Tickets for the concert are $10
for general admission, $8 for Senior
Citizens and $5 for youth 17 and under.
This event is sponsored in part by the
Charleston Area Charitable Foundation.
For more information, call the Eastern
Music Department at 581-3010.

Criminal Justice Program
Informational Session
,, Bob Jenkot and Jackie Chavez
(graduate student) are visiting Eastern
today to share information about the
Master's program in Criminal Justice at
the University of Alabama .
The Sociology and Anthropology
department will be hosting two
informational sessions at 11 a.m. and
2 p.m. in Blair Hall Conference Room
3108.
There will also be an opportunity
for individuals to meet one-on-one with
Bob or Jackie if they wish later in the
day.

classc.!i in che morning and will go

back to their rooms at 2 a.m.
"Reality, we can go back (home),
but (for) a lot of people this is how
it is," Lanham said.
This is the third year Shanty
Town has taken place in che
fall. "It's not a group of students
camping," Lanham said.
This year students are asked
to vote &om Sunday to Tuesday
on the best shanty, according to
Lanham, by putting coins in the
front ()f mc.shaQty- .

COMMENTS

I CORRECTIONS I

EVENTS
To repor~ny errors, local events or
general suggestions for Mure editions
please contact our news editor, Sarah
Whitney, via:
Phone I 581-794Z,
E-mail I DENnewsdesll@gmail.com
Office visit l 181 ~ Buzzard HaU.
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DRAWN FROM THE NEWS

I DAVID PENNELL

Marijuana
at your
doorstep

Brian
O'Malley
Brian O'Malley is a senior journalism major. He
can be reached at bpomalle1@eiu.edu.

Ceremony
at Old Main
I would like co invite everyone
to attend the Veteran's Recognition
Ceremony that is going co be held this
Friday at 11 :30 a.m. ac Old Main.
Refreshments will be served, followed
by guest speakers and concluding with a
21-gun salute.
As part of AFSCME Local 981 's last
concracc negotiations for the BSW/food
service contract, our proposals included
a Veteran's Recognition Day.

I BRIAN O'MALLEY

Everyone knows marijuana is
illegal. Well, I know it is. And I'm sure
everybody I know knows it is, too.
But someone should call a cenain
group who, as of 1999, have gotten
marijuana delivered co their doorscep.
Yes, you heard me. Right ncxc co the
Chinese food and the dry cleaning.
According co Tuesday's issue of the
Chicago Sun-Tunes, big drug rings
in New York have taken a cuscomerfriendly, corporace-stylc approach to the
illegal business chat is weed dealing.
All a customer has co do is page a
specific number. Then talk co a "cheery"
dispatcher, who takes che order, and,
within hours, an unsuspicious-looking
delivery man, will walk up co the
customer's door with a plasric box filled
with pocenc strains of marijuana.
"These arc very nice, discreet people.
There's an unspoken trust. It's becccr
than going to some srrecc comer and
getting ripped off or killed," said a 37year-old user of the system.
For being an illegal iccm, I've always
been surprised ac how easy ic is for
people co purchase marijuana. And now
I'm blown away that it could be even
easier to get your hands on some.
These companies processed up co 600
orders a day and made a fortune doing
ic. Even docrors, lawyers and Wall Screcc
traders have been known co gee in on
the action.
A 30-year-old woman named Lucia
is quoted in the story saying she used co
witness blatant deals being made ac an
entertainment cable network she worked
at. She said people ordered weed like
they were ordering lunch.
Bue while I think about how easy ic
might be co gee weed, something else
pops into mind.
With the increasing bans on
cigarecces in the counrry, and in Illinois
especially, is there any chance marijuana
and cigarettes could some day switch
sides? lc's probably unlikely, bur ic's an
interesting thought.
It seems to be easier co obtain
marijuana than ever before. In fact,
cwo summers ago, I was walking in
downtown Chicago and within a cwohour radius I spotted, and smelled,
rwo separate people walking, in broad
daylight, and smoking a joint.
Now, call me crny, but large changes
start small. le probably would cake
several decades for cigarettes co be totally
illegal, or marijuana co be totally legal
for that matter.
Do you chink folks in 1919 believed
landing on the moon was possible? No.
Bue I bet they thought about ic.

I LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

In the end of the negotiations it was

accomplished, bur we wanted the entire
university community co be included in
ic, negotiated and non-negotiated, the
administration and faculty, the staff and
the scudcnr body. A majority of us arc
veterans or have a family member who
is a veteran. All of us know someone
who is serving or has served our country,
and some of us have lose friends and
loved ones in the course of serving our
country in the pasc and the present wars
or conAicts.
Lee's noc have this day of recognition
pass us by. Lee's fill the foyer of Old
Main, lee's fill che lawn in front of Old
Main ac the Aag pole.
Lee's all receive and give some
recognition co all veterans.

Eastern fans should
be updated on Spoo
ISSUE

I Athletic department

holding information from the OEN
Eastern football he;td coach Bob Spoo

Matt Pederson

I President AFSCME Local
981

GUEST COUJMNIST I AMANDA MIOiAELS

Children being
manipulated

coach in Eastern history, boasting a 119-

BJ Amanda Mithaels

98-1 record. During the lase 12 years, he

Notre Dame

has produced. wnc~ng seasons. He is

(U-WIRE) SOUTH BEND, Ind.
Lace Tuesday night during CNN's
election coverage, a woman called
in co speak on behalf of her 12-yearold daughter. The girl, she said, was
distressed about the Democrats'
victories, because she loved President
Bush. The CNN analyst asked char che
girl be puc on the line.
In a soft bur very assured voice, she
cold chc analyst that whac was really
upsetting abouc the eleccion was nor
so much thac the President's parcy
was losing, but that she knew chat che
winning Democrats were "all really
immoral people."
Thar was from a sixth-grader.
When I was 9. my entire class wrote
co political leaders. Mose people picked
then-President Bill Clincon or Hillary
- but, not knowing much ff anything
abouc politic:;, I made my decision based
on the person receiving the smallest
number ofleccers. Thar person was Rick
Santorum. Big mistake.
Weeks went by. Everyone else in the
class brought in their signed piaures but
my mailbox remained empty. Finally,
I was the only one left without even a
letter co show for my cfforu. And thus
was born the grudge that lases even co
this day.
Eventually, I began co dislike
Sancorum for more informed reasons.
In the world of policies, ic's one thing
for an adult to call another adult a baby
killer, a war-monger, a sleazy sycophant.
It's another for children to become
involved in the muckraking, to be used
by their parents - or political candidates
- as mouth-pieces for a cause they don't
even understand.
le was disturbing co hear chat liccle
girl on CNN Thursday night.
I'm just glad my mother never puc
me on me phone.

an institution ofEascern football and the

has been on medical leave for the entire

face that he has been our an entire semester

season.

with liccle information released regarding

The Daily EasW7l News wishes him
a fast recovery. He is a missed presence
on the sidelines. However, chc DEN
wishes the athletic department ac Eastern
Illinois University would be a licclc more
forthcomi ng with information concerning
Spoo.
We recognize the coach's right co privacy.
The coach has every right co release as lirclc
or as much information regarding his health
as he feds is necessary or appropriate. No
one expects Spoo co announce what his
health issues arc. However, the DEN would
like the athletic department co release a
cimeline co the public regarding Spoo's
possible rerum.
Athletic departments arc notorious
for nor releasing medical information.
This weekend Eastern will be playing
Tennessee Tech. Tech's head coach Mike
Hennigan offered his resignation on July
6 citing health concerns. O ne week later
he rescinded his resignation and went on a
medical leave of absence under the Family
Medical Leave Act. Offensive coordinator
Doug Malone was named acting head
coach.
Tech has handled this situation in much
the same way as Eastern, by releasing very
liccle information. Although chis tactic is
common, it is unfair co Eastern fans and
scudents.
~
Spoo is one of the mosc beloved and
respecced figures on campus. Entering his
20<h season Spoo has che most wins of any

his return is a prime example of how the
athletic department has fuled the students,
fans, faculty and alumni of Eastern football.
On Aug. 29, Spoo underwent a
successful surgery at a St. Louis-area hospital
for what the athletic department referred co

as a "minor medical reason." They claimed
Spoo would be back in 4 co 6 weeks. This
cimc cable was modified on Oct. 5. Spores
information Director Rich Moser said
depending on Spoo's rehabilitation, his
return could be delayed until the start of the
2007 season.

Occ. 10 marked six weeks since Spoo's
surgery. Nov. 7 marked 10 weeks after Spoo

had his surgery. The athletic deparcrnenc
needs co release some sore of scacemenc
celling the public when Spoo will return
to the sidelines. Modifying the timetable
as pre-existing deadlines approach makes
the athletic department look amateurish,
especially since Spoo was ar lase Saturday's
home game against Tennessee Scace, sitting
in the press box. The public secs the coach
and wonders when he is coming back to
lead Eastern's football team.
The DEN believes che athletic
department is and should respect Spoo's
righr to medical privacy, bur should release a
more specific timetable for Spoo's return.

SEND US YOUR OPINIONS
The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the opinions editor at
DENopinions@gmail.com.

E-mail I OENopinions@gmail.com
Mail I 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920
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Turkey Testicles

AEROBIC
CLASSES
MOTIVATE
STUDENTS

By Beth Hackett
Verge Reporter

Last year, Friends & Co. went through 50
lbs. of turkey testicles at its Annual Turkey
Testicle Festival.
Apparently 50 lbs. was not enough, so dtis
year the bar decided co order 80 lbs.
"That's a lot of turkey balls, huh?" said John
Deeken, assistant manager of Friends & Co.
This festival has taken place ac Friends &
Co. for at lease 10 years now, and the number
of attendees is increasing.
Dcckcn's advice to anyone who has noc yec
tried a turkey cescicle is to "throw it in your
mouth and chew on it."
"It's not chat bad," he said. "It's actually just
like a chicken nugget, but with turkey."
Joe Connolly, a senior finance major, has
attended the festival twice and he said ic is "one
big party where everyone is in a good mood."
"What's better chan cheap beer,
encen:ainment and fun?" he asked.
Connolly has eaten the fried turkey testicles
and said they're rather delectable.
"I'd compare chem co a fried mushroom," he
said, "but not as much caste."
Jackie Huber, a junior nursing major, has
never accended the festival before but is looking
forward co ic.
She said she plans on accending the fest and
might cry a turkey testicle depending on what it
looks like.
"I'm guessing it castes like the dark meat of
rurkcy," she said. "Ic's probably salty coo."
Huber said she's excited because everyone
has been talking ic up for a while.
"I like to bear live music and I've never
heard any of the bands chat are playing on
Saturday, so ic should be fun," she added.
Turkey testicles aren't the only form of
cnceccainmenc this weekend.
Performers include blues bands, which arc
friends of Rev. Roberc.
The bands will play throughout the day on
Saturday, and Detour will perform at 10 p.m.
To create more space for festival-goers,
Friends & Co. will be unveiling a bar in the
back room and an all new beer garden.
The festival will take place from 3 p.m. co 1
a.m. Friday and then 10 co l a.m. on Saturday.
Donations of $3 will be accepted, which will
go to Coles County Homeless Shelter, Sexual
Assault Counseling Information Service and
CASA. Also, ra.ffie tickets will be given co those
who donate the $3 and an c:xtta ra.ffie ticket will
be given to those who bring a non-perishable
food item.
Prizes will be given out during the fest.
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Computer Service
•Computer Sales & Service
• Laptop Repair
• Hard Drive Replacement/Data Recovery
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Shape up for the holidays

Our Specialty- - -- ---,-------- Windows TuneupI
Virus and Spyware Removal - $ 7 s

Flat Rate

1625-B Madison Ave. - Next to Priceless Towing

345-1111

Student Recreation Center offers aerobic classes to push students to get in shape

Turkey Testicle Festival
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Natalie Ehorn, a sophomore English major, and Maddie Hoercher, a sophomore elementary education major,
watch how to do exercises from water aerobics instructor Maggie Howd, a sophomore pyschology major,
during their workout at Lantz Natatorium on Thursday evening. The women who participated in the water
aerobics said that they did it because it sounded like a fun way to get a good exercise.
By Stacy Smith
Verge Reporter

Stronger abdominals, toner
musdes and leaner body fac can
all be achieved with the hdp
from firness classes offered by the
Srudenr Recrearion Center.
The classes vary from Pilaces to
water aerobics during the week.
"I was a lircle nervous co go
to che class at first, but there not
bad," said Sarah Hunt, a freshman
physical therapy major. "There's
people at all levels, they can choose
where they wane co srand and can
leave whenever they wanr."
To those inreresccd in becoming

5
Shortcuts for the cold
Wrth it getting colder, here are the top
shortcuts on campus to stay warm.

» Booth Library I Use the library
as a tunnel from one end of campus to
the other.

» MLK Jr University Union

I Wrth

all of the fences, tlie Union is an easy
way to cross campus.

» Andrew's Hall Breezeway I
When going from Carman to the South
Quad it's the warmest way.
» Old Main I When you live across
Lincoln Avenue cut through Old Main to
warm yourself up for a bit.
» Blair Hall I An easy path from
Buzzard or the union to Old Main.

staff

an instructor, a free group fitness
instructor training class is offered
at the beginning of each semester.
About a month after the new
semester StartS an informacion:il
meeting will cake place for anyone
interested.
Training is an eight-week
program and classes are every ocher
week, usually on Sunday nights.
Depending on what is being
caught, classes last becween one
and three hours.
However, chose chat are
inrerested in becoming an
instructor and already have
approved fimess certificacion do
nor need to attend the training
class, buc must take the final test.
Instructor positions are offered
to those thac are fimess certined
or have completed the clinic
and a series of tescs, cry-outs and
interviews.
The class teaches the
fundarnencals for becoming an
instructor, like cueing, counring.
physical safety, choreography and
working with music.
"The most difficult part of
instrucring is cueing," said Mindy
Valdez, a senior psychology major
and aerobics instructor. "Ic's hard
co talk and know what you're going
to say next and be on bear."
Each instructor is required to
know how to teach an abs class
because ic is the most popular, and
an aerobic class of their choice, said
Sarah Daugherty, program director.
lnscruccors ceach classes
depending on knowledge of
specific aerobic class, what they

enjoy reaching and their schedule
availability.
"My favorite class to reach is
Salsa,'' said Valdez. "Ir's fun and
doesn't feel like a workout.~
Daugherty decides which
classes co offer by observing what is
popular at private gyms and similar
schools.
Popular classes include abs, seep
aerobics, kickboxing and toning.
"My favorite thing about the
classes is they push you," Hunt
said. "If your doing your own
workout you'd probably scop."
Although women dominate
the classes, men are starting to
participate more in the popular
classes.
Perhaps many men don't go to
the classes because it's perceived as
women need fitness and men need
muscle, said Justin Lopez, a junior
recreation adminisc.ration.
Lopez cook chc abs class lase
year but can't fie it inro his schedule
chis year.
"i would recommend the class
to anyone," he said...There's more
motivation when ocher people are
around you."
Members of the center can
complete evaluation forms to get
new programs and classes offered.
More information abouc
becoming an instructor can be
found at the bottom of a firness
schedule in the beginning of che
semester.
"Students should take advantage
of the classes offered because classes
arc free and the rec is close," said
Valdez.
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Scorsese scores again
Movie: The Departed
Rating: R
By Brian O'Malley
Verge Cntic

Scorsese's still got it. He's 63 years old,
and even after 40-plus movies, he's not slowing down.
"The Depaned" is a fine example of how
good he is. Ir's complere wirh complex characters, great music, violence, adult language,
deception, crafty shots and. of course, fancastic acting.
Ic's essendally a remake of 2002's "Infernal Affairs," which was filmed in Hong
Kong. but rherc are enough changes ro crcdir
each as its own movie.
The main thing
rhey do share is rhe
basic concept and
plocline.
Two young men
fresh our of rhc
police academy try
co climb the police
ladder.
One, Bill Costigan (Leonardo
DiCaprio) becomes
an undercover officer,
who purposely does
time in prison rhen joins a gang run by a
brutal crime lord named Frank Costello
Uack Nicholson).
The other officer, Colin Sullivan, (Matt
Damon) becomes a mole, or a "rat" who
works as a detective while dishing out information co rhc crime lord.
As opposed co rhe usual New York setting. Scorsese tries Boston here.
The actors arc asked co apply rhc necessary accents to make rhem believable New

Rock out with
your guitar out

* ** *

Englanders.
While Scorsese deserves a large amount
of credit, the actors prove they were rhc
airplane and Scorsese the pilot.
"The Depaned" takes full advantage of
rhe experienced and talented cast.
And they had a smart script to work wirh.
William Monahan took rhe story from
rhe "Infernal Affairs" script and changed it
appropriatdy while adding his own touches.
The dialogue is very quick, clever and
believable.
Since the movie moves fluidly, you can't
miss a beat or you might end up confused.
The script has rhe characters you root for,
the ones you don't
root for and, also,
rhe comic relief (Alce
Baldwin as a police
chief and Mark
Wahlberg's pomayal
of Scaff Sgt. Dignarn).
Scorsese has never
won a directing
Academy Award.
His movies have
been said to be coo
violent and not family-oriented enough for the Oscars.
Scorsese has had a decade or so co soften
up and make a movie he knows rhc Academy might award him for, but instead, he
has stuck to what be does best, which is
present rhe viewer wirh great stories, flawed
characters you can't help but cheer for and
a dynamic kind of cinema no one else can
macch.
He is, without a doubt, the best living
director, and he's still not done.

Hard writing in lazy book
Boole Bonjour Laziness, Why Hard Work Doesn't Pay
Author: Corinne Maier
By Adam Testa
Verge Critic

Hard work does nor pay.
Not only is rhis rhe subtitle co Corinne
Maier's book "Bonjour laziness," it is also an
unintended lesson learned by its readers.
While it may seem
that would be rhe message the book would cry
to make rhe reader understand, it is in reality
the lesson learned from
attempting to read it.
The rask of actually
completing rhc book
took a lot of hard work,
and, in the end, rhc
reader really does not
walk away with much
more knowledge.
In the book, published by Vintage Books,
Maier presents a sdf-described cynical
approach to discussing the world of big
business and careers in middle management
positions.
In Maier's world, big business oppresses
people in mid-management positions and
rums rhem into rhe "modern-day slave."
Mid-levd managers do not find self-fulfillmenc at work and simply do rhc job every
day for the paycheck at the end of rhe week.
Though Maier h> bc:log'Jlflical rhroug17

anyone could make the claim rhar no one in
middle management enjoys rhe work rhey
do and find satisfaction from it.
The reader would benefit more from simply reading the last nine pages of the book
than spending the time and energy to read
rhe entire thing.
However, reading rhe
book does have one positive
aspect to it.
The sub-headings of rhe
chapters provided slight moments oflaughrer, bur rhey
scill do not warrant reading
rhe entire book for these few
moments.
The best bet would be
for the reader to scan rhe
pages for bolded cexc wirh
witty cacch phrases such as
"Degrees and Diplomas:
Or, How to Make Paper
Airplanes."
One would think that rhe text that follows would carry wirh it the same levels of
humor, but that would be a let down by rhc
disaster of jargon and convoluted, jumbled
language chat follows.
Before picking up rhis book, be aware
that the sub-title of book may become rhc
biggest realization that might be had all year.
Hard work really does not pay, so why
should the reader wane to puc ic into reading
, _¥.µJ book that will have l~cle to no effccr on • .
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Game: Guitar Hero II
Console: Playstation 2

****
By Daniel Dudley

pare of che song and vice versa. In Guitar
Hero II. The players can not only play co-op
but rhey can also play head-to-head, baccling
it out to see who can score rhe highest and
rock rhc hardest.
Players can still finish rhe songs together
but can now choose between lead guitar and
rhe base line, and rhey can also set their own
difficulty so chat rhe beginners can still play
with rhe pros.
The crack lisr rhis cime around is one rhat
will rock your socks off wirh over 40 cracks
from bands like Nirvana, Alice and Chains
and Guns and Roses.
You will find yourself rocking harder
than ever before trying to complete solos for
songs like, "Carry on Wayward Son," "War
Pigs" and "Sweet Child of Mine."
The game package comes with the Guitar
controller, a strap, decals and the game itself,
which costs the same as the original bundle.
Those of you playing it for the first time
need not worry, because the game also
includes a. tutorial and a practice mode that
can get you melring faces in no time. This
game is an absoluce joy to all who play ic and
is fun for all ages. This game gets a definite 4
ouc of 4 in my book.
~
This is one game rhat will never collect
dust and will be around as long as people
love to rock.

Verge Critic

Lace last year, a rhen hardware-only
manufacrurer puc its name on the map wirh
rhc release of what is almost inarguably rhe
best music game ever released.
Red Octane used its experience making
dance and drum gaming pads to design a
guitar controller while it simulcaneously
hired veteran developer Harmonix co creare
the software half of the package. The result
was Guitar Hero, a game rhac went from
almost complete obscurity co selling over one
million units in under a year - an especially
impressive number considering rhe bundles
cost was $70, but surprising to no one who
has played it.
Guitar Hero II, rhe latest version of the
guitar-smashing hit, defiantly does rhe first
game right in every respect. While much of
rhc game's mechanics work the same as they
did in the original, cbcre are a few differences.
Three button chords is the biggest addition, requiring an extra finger to pulJ off
rhese massive cords. Anocber change made
was wirh the multiplayer function. Alrhough rhe fuse game did have multiplayer,
rhe playing wirh a buddy was just a cooperative finishing of rhe songs, one player raJcing

Jackson
Avenue offers
more than
just coffee
By Jaso• 0.arte
Verge reporter

Jackson Avenue Coffee on the Charleston
square hoses open mic night every Thursday
from 7-9 p.m.
Music Acts ar Jackson Avenue range
widely from beat boxing and slam poetry co
spoken word.
Traveling musician Andrew Whitacre was
in cown finding out char Charleston is an
"excellent town."
"There's a lot of brilliant people, you
know," he said. "I could tell that. (There
is) de6nitdy ... a loc of more artistic-type
people. And I hare co ca.cegorize people, but
at least arcistic's a nice way to put it."
Traveling performers are not the only acts
ac Jackson Avenue open mic nights.
Joe Garrison, a sociology major, is a new
ace chis year.
"I'm a freshman here at Eastern, so I've
been doing it basically ever since I got here
about every Thursday, pretty consistently,"
he said. "I've only missed one or two."
Garrison is also a musician who writes his
•own songs a,nd wforms covers as well.
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rhe harmonica coo (as well as) mandolin,"
he said.
Garrison picked Jackson Avenue mainly
because of its proximity and more specifically its open mic night rather than the
U niversity Board one at the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
"The school has one, buc it's a competicion and I'm noc really a competitive guy,"
he said. "And rhis one's every Thursday, so I
get co look forward to it."
From rhe crowd's perspective, Jackson Avenue Coffee is a good place to hang out and
rdax out of rhc typical partying aanosphere
and into rhe more relaxed environment.
"It started in rhc summer just like, as an
extra music venue for people around town
for somerhing co do, rhac couldn't gee into
rhe bar," said Anne Townsend, a Jackson
Avenue employee.
Each week Jackson Avenue hosts a
plerhora of aces.
"I like mostly rhe poetry and the guitar
aces," said Michad Thoele, 15, a Charleston
High School student. "I like it cause it's a
d8wn-to-canh coffee shop. I e's not like a
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Hometown
food is
"What's
Cooking

Be an
artist-inprogress

By Michael Peterson
Senior Verge P.eporter
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What's Cookin' is open on Monday through Friday
from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m., Saturday from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
and on Sunday at 7 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Like most business, chings didn't
start out easy for Bob and Therese
Kincade, the owner's of Charleston's
local rescaurant What's Coolcin'.
The couple, who now have been married
for 26 years, started ouc in 1980 with a tiny
building on Lincoln Avenue that was only
750 square feec and had only 32 sears. The
staff included Bob, Therese and one waiuess.
"I knew I wanted to gee into the
restaurant business," Bob said. "The location
where we ended up had been a restaurant
chat had closed because it was unsuccessful.
So we took it over and cleaned the place
up. To choose the menu we decided to put
in what we liked. And I guess the rest is
history."
Luckily, things have changed. After
operating on Lincoln for five years, Bob and
Therese decided co move the business co
downtown Charleston. Tue current location
is 4,300 square feet with scaring for 110
people and is open seven days a week.
Bob explained that What's Cookin' didn't
start out as a home-cooked meal type of
restaurant. In fucc, ic was firsc going to be a
barbcquc house.
"Unforcunacdy, the barbeque didn't sell,"
Bob said. "Luckily we had other things on
the menu and then we expanded from that.
So, we wenc from abouc a doun things on
the menu co about 50."
Bob and Therese arc both Eastern alums.
Bob has lived in Charleston his entire life
and has been in the restaurant business
for as long as he can remember. Afrer he
graduating from Eastern with a degree in
business marketing, Bob bought a small
pizza joint in Casey called Joe's Pizza.
"I bought it from a guy whose name
was Joe, but I didn't have enough money
to change the sign, so I just left it as Joe's
Pizza," Bob said with a laugh.
And even though having a business in a
small town like Charleston is rdaxing, Bob
explained that things can get a liccle bumpy

when most of the students head back home
for the summer. Bue that is true of almost
every business in Charleston.
"Summer can be a slowdown. Luckily,
we've been at it long enough co know that
it's going to be slow during that time, so
we adapt for it," Bob said. "In the first of
August when all the leases start and srudencs
start rolling back in town, things start co
pick up again."
Another problem is chat Bob and Therese
feel like scudencs don't realize all of the
chings that the Charleston Square has co
offer and they don't often venture out of
the comfort of Eascern's campus co see what
Charleston has co offer. The sentiment is
often shared bv other local business owners
downtown. •
"We have four or five restaurants, the
bars, chc movie theater, the government,
lawyers, mechanics and much more. So there
is a lot going on down here, but so often
scudents don't find out about it until they
arc seniors," Bob said. "I can'c cell you the
number of times when people say, 'Gosh
we didn't even know you were here.' So we
invite chem to come again bur they say, 'Oh,
well we're graduating.'"
Despite the downfalls of having a
business in a small cown, Bob says that he
really does enjoy having his rescauranc in
the town where he grew up in. Bue he also
wishes chat scudcnts would share his same
love of the community.
"Charleston is a greac place co have a
business. Obviously, the university hdps
ouc a lot," said Bob. "I jusc really wish that
students would enjoy Charleston for what
it is. It's a small town and you're noc going
co have the excitement of Chicago or even
Champaign. But I chink you have co enjoy
Charleston for whac it is. Ir's just a nice,
quiet little town.

Local Weekend Events
Campus Movies

Performing Arts

Kevin Smith's "Clerks 2" will be playing
Saturday in the Buzzard Auditorium. The
show is free and plays at 8 p.m. and 11 p.m.

Bryan Chcsi will be playing his sa.xophone for a srudcnc recital this Friday. The
recical will be ac the McAfee North Auditorium and will begin ac 7:30 p.m. The show
is free.

The movie "Spirit of the Dawn" will be
playing on Monday, Nov. 13 at che Bridge
Lounge in the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Union. The movie is being played in honor
of Native American Heritage Month and
will begin at 3 p.m.

Concerts
The Dakoca, Kace Hathaway and The
Agenda will be playing at the Caffc Paradiso
in Urbana this Friday.
The show begins at 7 p.m. and is free. For
more information, call (217) 384-6066.
The jazz band Asual Project will be playing this Sunday at The Iron Post in Urbana.
The show begins at 7 p.m. and costs $5.
For more information, call (217) 337.7678.

"The Birthday Party" will be playing at
the Village Thcacre in Charleston from Nov.
11, 13 and 14 at 7 p.m. and on Nov. 12 at
2 p.m. Tickets cosc $I 0 for adults, $8 for
senior citizens and $5 for srudencs. For more
information, call (217) 581-3110.
"Mostly Mozartr a perfomance that
features the Eastern Symphony Orchestra,
University Mixed Chorus and Oratorio
Society will be hdd Sunday ac 4 p.m. in the
McAfee South Auditorium co pay tribute co
the great composer.
The show will feature Desiree Hassler
on soprano, Jerold Siena on tenor, Marilyn
Coles on mezzo-soprano and Ronald Hedlund on bass. Tackers arc $10 for adulcs,
$8 for senior citizens and $5 for youth. For
more information, call (217) 581-3010.

Tarble Arts Center offers
art classes for anyone
interested
By Stacy Smitlt
Verge P.eporter

Since 1982, a variety of art classes
have been offered by the Tarble Arcs Center
to anyone from preschoolers co adults.
Part of chc Tarblc Arts Center mission
is co offer instruction co the community
at economic cost, said Kie
Morice,
curator of education in
the
Tarble Am Center.
A regular scaff of
working artists
and art teachers
from Eascern
and other
schools
throughout
chc community
instruct the classes.
The skill levels of
the classes differ from
specialized co general. Some
classes are six co eight weeks long
while others are only a few hours.
Insrruccors decide the class capacity
based on what will hdp students be most
productive.
Mose college classes average
approximately 28 srudcncs, but art classes at
Tarble tend co be smaller having about five
co 10 in them. The student benefits more
with a smaller class size in arr, Morice said.
Some classes focus on cransparcnt
watercolor, painting or ceramics. Dorothy
Bennett, an instructor ac Tarble Arts Center,
learned how to teach distinctive classes ac a
national art conference in Denver.
Ocher classes are more unique such as an
introduction co working with pascels and a
class char reaches scudents co make arcwork
with porcupine quills and birch bark.
AJrhough some Eastern srudencs do
panicipace in the classes offered, many
do not have time with their regular class
schedule and cxcra activicies. said Terry
Hyder, preschool class inscructor at the
Tarble Arcs Center.
Although some classes are incergeneratcd, che mosc popular are the
children's arc classes.
Children gee learning experiences
char schools mighc not have enough
time co teach, Hyder said.
Children learn basic skills like
holding :.cissors and using art
media like paints, waccrcolors
and chalk.
"le is a privilege co show
children how co paint and use
a glue stick," Hyder said. "How
children interpret the class is just fun.
Hyder said that the d~es are open co
anyone who is interested in learning about
art and uying a new hobby.
"It's a wonderful thing for those who
want the experience," he said.
Those interested can cn1isc in pct$0n or
by calling (217) 581-2787.
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Lakeview Col e of Nursing will
have a Representative on site
Friday, November 1O on the 3rd
Floor Hallway Life Science Buiriding.

Drop by any time between 1-3pm
to pick up information on how you
can earn your BSN at EIU.
------11/10

•

help wanted

Are you looking for a parttime evening PfSition in a fun,
professiooal office atmosphere?
Ruffalo <:.od-f/Westaff is seeking

Advertising Representative Wanted:
Fill out application @ Student
Publications Office in Buzzard
-------00

~ ~

roommates

ROOMMATE
WANTED:Spring
2007
Semester
$27S/mo
plus utilities(sorne free). Royal
Heights Apts. aka Subway Apts
(2nd&lincoln) Call Mary @ 773320-9131
------11/10
Gir1 Roommate needed for faU '07
and Spring '08. 6 bedroom house
on 9th street. Will have own room.
630-310-254S
------11/16
3 male roommates for S bdrm
house for Spr. '07. $260/mo, W/D,
close to campus. 1S20 2nd St.
Please call (8
1S) 651-7770 ask for Justin.
------11/17
Roommate
needed; Spring
Semester. 3 BR House near
square. Pets allowed. Available
Immediately. $215/Mo. 708-5258765
------11/24

professional telephone fundraisers.
Flexible scheduling, weekly
paychecks. Part-time eveRings.
No ucold ca16ng" required. Stop
by Westaff at 6S 1 Castle Dr. or caD
345-1303 for more information.
------11/10
Brian's Place Needs Bartender/
Waitress and DJ apply 2100
Broadway Mattoon. 234-41 S1.
------11/10
Developmental Foundations Inc
which operates group homes for
individuals with developmental
disabilities airrently has various
part time and tun time positions
available in 3 homes located in
Charleston. Applicants must be
sublessors
18, have HIS Diploma or GED and a
valid drivers license. Paid training MALE Sublessor needed 3BR
is provided. Criminal Background apt. Spring 07'. $310/month but
check is completed prior to hiring. negotiable. Great location. Contact
Appflcations may be picked up Tony 847-702-157S
at 689 Castle Drive (Northwest - - - - - - 1 1 / 1 6
Business Center, across from Sublessor needed to rent a 1 bdrm
fairgrounds) - Charleston. You in a 4 bdrm apartment Spring '07,
may also visit www.ryle.com for S32S or lower/month. Preferably
more information about our male. Contact Mike@ 847-636companies. EOE
6974.
------11/16
------11/17
PARTTIMERECEPTIONIST: Looking Sublessor needed for January '07
for a health minded, enthusiastic, @Campus Pointe. CaR 345-6001
and energetic individual with good mention Ashley w.
people skills. Apply in person @ - - - - - - 1 1 / 1 7
Gandolfi Chiropractic Center 211 S Sublessor Needed Spring 2007
18th St. in Charleston.
Campus Pointe (217) 345-6001
------11/20
Mention Dale and Dan
!BARTENDING! Up to $250/day, - - - - - - 1 2 / 0 1
no experience necessary. Trailing
available 800-965-6S20 ext 239
for sale
------11/30
EGG DONOR NEEDED: loving, Blue Toshiba Satellite laptop.
childless couple searching for Wireless internet, word package.
their special angel. Prefer healthy Excellent Condition. $650.00 or
cofte9e student. STD FREE, no best offer. CaU (224) S22-9929.
------11/16
smoking or drugs. Between the
ages of 19-27, S'S" or taller.
Light brown to blonde hair, blue
'•'
for rent
eyes and average weight. SS,000
compensation pill!> all medical and House for rent 910 Madison. 4
travel. Please respond by email to bedroom available Jan 07' $225/
TNCRAMBO@aol.com
month. Call 217-276-7326
------12-6
· -- - - - - 1 1 / 1 0

$.30 per word for the first day
$. I 0 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

for rent

For Rent: Fall 2007. 2 &3 bedroom
duplexes. 5 &6 bedroom houses.
rcrrentals.com or call 345-5821.
------11/10
3 &4 bedroom houses. Living &
dining room. Full basement. 2
blocks from campus. Call 3480394.
------11/10
NEW 2 & 3 bedroom duplex. Cl
A &W/D. 2 blocks from campus.
Deck, yard. Call 348-0394.
11/10
Avaiable. Aug 07'. 2-7 Bedroom
homes. GREAT LOCATIONS. All
"campus side" of Lincoln. No pets.
345-5037
------11/14
VILLAGE
RENTA15
Renting
for 207-2008 1& 2 bedroom
apartments with laundry facilities
and 3 bedroom houses. Oose to
campus. CaU 217-345-2516.
------11/14
128 POLK STREET. 2 BEDROOM
BUNWOW. 1 CAR DETACHED
GARAGE. VERY NICE, AIR. $625/
mo. (630) 707-4470.
11/15
4 Bedroom House, 1811 11th
Street. Call 217-821-1970
11/15
1 bedroom apt for 8/15/077/31 /08 well maintained building.
PET OK, south edge of campus;
parking &garbage induded. Last
month and S110.00 deposit to
reserve $390/month for one,
$440/mo for couple.
Leave
message 348-8848
------11/16
PANTHER PADS is renting
exceptionally nice houses for the
2007-2008 school year. Houses
range in size from 6-10 bedrooms,
are very well-maintained, and only
1 block from Lantz. Please check
us out at www.pantherpads.com or
can 345-3148 for details.par
11/17
UNIQUE PROPERTIES IS NOW
LEASING FOR THE 2007-2008
SCHOOL YEAR! CALL TODAY TO
SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT
TO LOOK AT ANY OF OUR 3
BEDROOM FULLY FURNISHED
APARTMENTS AT EXCELlENT
LOCATIONS: MILlENNIUM PLACE,
COURTYARD ON 9TH, CAMPUS
EDGE, PANTHER HEIGHTS, THE
EAST VIEW, CENTURY CROSSING
& THE ATRIUM. 217-345-5022
www.unique-properties.net
------11/17
PROFESSORS, STAFF OR FAMILIES:
Very Nice Duplex Available in
December: 3 BR, 2 BA. Rreplace,
Cathedral &Vaulted Ceifings, 2-<ar
Garage, W/D, Nice Neighborhood,
AMust Seel $900/mo. 217-3455022
------11/17
N<JN LEASING FOR SPRING TERM
2007. DELUXE 4 BR. HOUSE
ADJACENT TO UNIVERSITY AT
1426 7th STREET. 348-8406
_...._,,__..-.-....-- 00

r•'

for rent

3 BR APARTMENTS FOR
2007-2008 SCHOOL YEAR!
SECONDS FROM CAMPUS, RJLLY
FURNISHED, SPAOOUS LMNG
ROOMS &VANITIES IN BEDROOMS,
DISHWASHERS & GARBAGE
DISPOSALSANDMOREI 217-3455022 WWW.unique-properties.net
11/17
Houses near campus for 3 to 6
people. Well maintained and offstreet parking. washer/dryer, a/c.
No pets. $250/bedroom. 2731395.
------11/17
CHEAP CHEAP RENT! IF YOU'RE
LOOKING FOR ANICE APARTMENT
WITH OfEAP RENT PERFECT FOR
4 STUDENTS CALL 345-7522.
AFTER 5:30 CALL 549-8734. 202
1/2 6TH ST.
------11/17
Wanted: One bedroom furnished
in a resldence for one year. Call
345-5456
------11/20
For Lease Fall 2007 1 through
6 bedroom houses. Great
locations, Great rates 217-3463583 or 217-549-2454 WWW.
eiustudenthousing.com
12/14
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS: 1,2, &,
3 BEDROOMS. QOSE TO CAMPUS.
4 LOCATIONS TO CHOOSE FROM
345-6533
·- - - - - - - 0 0
Park Place Apartments: 1 unit
available immediately call for
details. Contact Jen 348-1479
00
AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2
person Central air, w/d, garage.
No pets. 345-7286 WWW.
jwilrlamsrentals.corn
-----------00
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Oose to Campus. lv:;ross
from Lantz. Full-f Furnished.
Call Today for Lowered Rates.
Grantview Apartments. 345-3353.

-------oo·
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for secorid
semester. Call 345-6000.
00
6 bedroom house close to campus,
3 bathrooms, 2 living rooms.
Large Kitchen. Stove, refrigerator,
washer and dryer. Available for
the 06-07 school year for more
info www.poteeterentals.com or
217-345-5088
-------00
5 bedroom house on 6th Street, 2
bath, Large bedrooms completely
remodeled new carpet, stove,
refrigerator. Enclosed back porch
and dining room. Available for the
06-07 school year for more info
www.poteeterentals.com or 217345-5088
-------00
3 and 4 bedroom S 285-$300.
Trash,furnished and parl<ilg. Call
235-0405 or 254-0754
~------"----00

r•'

torrent

FOR 2007-2008 SCHOOL YEAR.
VERY NICE 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, AND 8
BEDROOM HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES
AND APARTMENTS. FOR MORE
INFO VISIT US AT MYEIUHOME.
COM OR CALL US AT (217)4937S59.
-------00
Available January 07, 2 bedroom,
1 bathroom apartment. Oose to
campus. $460 total 512-9528 '"'
-------00
LADIES GREAT HOUSE FOR 6 AT
1521 1ST STREET. 10-MONTH
LEA.SE. GREATQUAUTY,LOCATION,
AND PRICE. 345-S048.
-------00
LADIES OJTE 2 & 3 BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS AT 1521
tST STREET. VERY ECONOMICAL
10-MONTH LEASE. 345-5048.
-------00
FALL 2007 3,2 BEDROOM
HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM 2 BATH
APARTMENTS. 1026EDGAR. 3485032
-------00
3 bedroom apartments, walking
distance to campus. Sign lease
in November for 07-08' school
year. 10% discount on 1st months
rent.345-3554
-------00
1 bedroom apartments fro August
07-08'.PP& W PROPERTIES, 2
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS; 1 BLOCK
AND 11 /2 BLOCKS NORTH OF
OLD MAIN ON 6TH STREET. 1
OR 2 PERSON LEASES. CENTRAi..
HEAT,A/C
AND
LAUNDRY
FAOLITIES.
WATER,TRASH
SERVICES AND OFF STREET
PARKING INCLUDED.Perfect for
serious students or couples.3488249,www.ppwrentals.com
00
Fall 2007 PP&W Properties, Inc.
348-8249 1110 6th Street Housel 1/2 blocks North of Old Main.
Completely remodeled in 2005. 6
bedroom house, 2 baths, washer,
dryer. Trash service induded.
-------00
Fall 2007 PP&W Properties, Inc.
348-8249 1103 6th Street House1 3/4 blocks north of Old Main.
2 story 3 bedroom apartment,
washer & dryer. Trash service
included.
-------00
Now renting Fall 07'/Spring 08' 9th
Street Apartments. 3&4 bedroom
lease and security required. No
pets 348-8305
-------00
Now renting Fall 07'/Spring 08'
751 6th Street. 1& 2 bedroom
apts. security and lease required.
No pets.348-8305
-------00
2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL with
furnished leather furniture. 10 or
12 month lease. 235-0505 or
354-07S4
-------00
Houses and Apartments of All
Sizes. Close to Campus. Washers,
Dryers and Dishwashers. Garbage
Included. 345-6967
-------00

r•'

U

torrent

New 1 bedroom apt. W/D,
stove, refrigerator, microwave,
dishwasher. Trash paid. $495/
month 117 W. Polk. CaB 348-7746
or www.CharlestonlLApts.com
-------00
2 bedroom furnished apt with stove,
refrigerator, microwave. 3 blocks
from Eside of EIU. $445 1 person,
$250 each 2 people. Trash paid.
2001S.12th St. Call 348-7746 or
www. CharlestonlLApts.corn
-------00
Available Jan 1st .1 BR Apt. Water &
Trash induded, off street parking.
$375/mo. Buchanan St Apts. 34S1266
-------00
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES.
N<JN LEASING FOR FALL 2007
2,3,4,5,6,7, & 8 BEDROOMS
HOUSES, DUPLEXES AND APTS
VIEW AVAIL.ABLE PROPERTIES
AT www.eiprops.com or call 3456210/549-0212
-------00
SPRING 07' 1-4 BEDROOM UNITS ...
AVAIL.ABLE. CAMPUS SIDE! CALL
FOR DETAILS 345-6100 www.
jbapartments.com
-------00
2-3-4
BEDROOM
HOUSES,
DUPLEXES AND APARTMENTS.
FALL 2007. ALL CAMPUS SIDE!
345-6100
www.jbapartments.
corn
-------00
N<JN LEASING for Fall 071,2&3 Bedroom Units. Great
locations.some include wireless
internet. Call for details 345-7286
-------00
Leasing for Jan. Spacious 1 or
2 person apt· w/garage W/D in
basement. Quite area No Pets
Short lease For details call 3457286
-------00
Houses near Rec Center; 6
bedroom 2 bath. Dishwashers,
washers, dryers, and central air
217-345-6967
-------00
7 bedroom house near Old Main.
2 1/2 baths 2 kitchens. Washer,
dryer, central air. 217-345-6967
-------00
University Village. 4 bedroom
houses $450/per person. All
utilities included.345-1400
00
. . .............fall
07-08
Many New 1,2,3 and 4BR APTS
Starting as low as $240 mo. PP.
348-7746.••••• ••••••••••
-------00
Excellent location apartments for
2007-2008 school year. 1,2,3,4
bedroom available. 11 1/2 month
leases starting 8/15/07, parking
included, furnished, laundry on
premises, and locally owned.
Please call for showing and leave
message 348-0673.
-------00
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Asian regional conference held at Eastern
Retreat to end with
banquet and dancing
By Tiearra Steele
Stall Reporter

Krishna Ignalaga Thomas, a
graduate assistant in the history
department, has her own theory
about why Eastern attracted
a regional Asian American
conference.
She thinks that one reason the
Midwest Asian American Students
Union is coming here is because the

CAMPUS

Asian American population is so
low at Eastern.
"I th.ink primarily to show the
diversity in the range of schools
that are members is a reason why
MMSU is coming here," she said.
"For example, the annual spring
conference 2007 will be held at U
of I, where the AA population is ac
lease 25 percenc."
The MMSU leadership retreat
will take place today and Saturday.
This fall leadership retreat is
an annual event for students from
different universities in the Midwest
to gather for the purpose of refining

leadership skills and cultural
identity.
This is the fuse time chat MMSU
will be held at Eastern, which is a
big accomplishment for the Asian
American community on campus.
Students can register on site
from 7 p.m. until 1 a.m. today and
8:30 a.m. Saturday in chc Bridge
Lounge of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
People who have already
registered will receive T-shins,
folders and pens upon arrival.
Mciko Fujiura, president of the
Asian American Association, said

BOONDOCKS

I SPEAKERS

they are expecting about 100 people
co attend.

"We are planning for about 100
people, that's including the other
schools," she said. "We expect
about 70 or 80 srudcncs will attend
the banquet."
The retreat will include bowling
night, workshops and a dance
performance by Peggy Choy. The
various workshops offered include:
team building, improving leadership
skills and effective fundraising.
Thomas said she is looking
forward ro the workshops on
assessing pcrsonaliry and what it

means for leadership.
'Tm also looking forward to
seeing our own EIU srudents
and AM members present at the
panels," Thomas said.
Fujiura said she is looking
forward to connecting with different
srudents across the Midwest.
To wrap up the weekend, a
banquet will be held at 6 p.m.
Saturday in the University
Ballroom.
The conference attendees must
pay to acrend the banquet, but the
dance performance is free and open
to the public.
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Bernie
McGrenahan
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how Captian
Crunch cereal
cuts up the
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mouth durnig
his act,
"Happy Hour,"
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Speaker combines his
comedy with experience

NEW YORI TIMES CROSSWORD PUlllE
ACROSS

By Jesse Besowsltek
Staff C«respondent

Bernie McGrenahan came
to Eastern Thursday night to
inform students about the
potential dangers of consuming
alcohol.
"I don't preach to students
'don't drink alcohol,' I just
want them to respect it, and
know chat chis is a subtle and
potential risk,'' he said after the
lecture.
McGrcnahan opened with
a comedy routine, learning the
names of the students who were
in attendance.
He then demonstrated the
dangers of drinking by giving
examples of what he went
through during the course of h.is

life.
McGrcnahan had received
three DUI's by his mid-20's and
served six months in a counry
jail. Before engaging in h.ighrisk drinking with friends, he
was a successful student and
athJecc.
He said his drinking problem
started with only going co the
bars and parties on Fridays, and
chcn it gradually progressed co
. co parues
.
where he was gomg
1.
d
d
th
d
·
every wccK.cn , an
en unng
the week.
After receiving his third DUI,
he Started turning down party

alcohol for the past 18 years.
He spoke co Eastern srudcnts
as part ofhis college-wide Happy
Hour tour, which he started
in 1997. He has been doing
comedy routines since 1989 and
even appeared on "Tue Tonight
Show."
The srudcnts who attended
were receptive co the lecture.
"It was awesome how he
started with the comedy then
went into his real life story,"
said Amanda Keen, a freshman
Spanish major.
"It was a good show. I liked
how he gave a serious discussion
with comedy thrown in; added
Brittni Garcia, a freshman
journalism major.
In addition to performing a
comedy routine and celling h.is
personal scory, McGrcnahan
gave tips on how co stay safe
while having a good time.
H e warn ed against lcaving
mixed drinks unattended and
added that if a drinking buddy
goes unconscious co call the
paramedics and not ,·use put
chem in a bed to "sleep it off."
"Alcohol
is
a dru~-"
t>'
McGrenahan said, "and we must
treat it as so when consuming."
McG rcnahan also has a
story creacurcd ·m thc book "I
Killed," which features stories
written by comedians compiled

by ~ltH ~r~ t.&,:k

78th Academy
Awards host
11 Slugger known
as the Big Cat
15 Honolulu Harbor
landmark
16 "May It Be"
singer, 2002
17 Modem loading
site
18 Hiiagen-_
19 Retail chain
started near
Detroit in 1962
20 A person might
drop one while
dieting
22 Certain giftwrap
design
24 "Bridal Chorus•
bride
25 Bad: Prefix
26 It's like -like

Gen.
29 Byzantine
emperor called
"the Wise"

27

I EDITED BY Will. SHORTZ

50 N.H.L star

nicknamed St.
Patrick
51 Pacer and
Rambler
31 Theo. Roosevelt
55
Raiders
Nau. Park locale
(activist group)
33 Admirer, and
57 It has a place in
then some
"herstory"
37 "Any man who
60 Etoile's field
wants to be
61 Site of a 1992
president is
Al Qaeda attack
either an
or
62 Security alert
crazy": Dwight
64 Zest
Eisenhower
65 Conversation
39 Two-sided
closer
42 Comanche
66 Suffix with
relative
leather
46 Fictional town in 67 Mae West, for
a 1945 Pulitzerone
winning novel
47 Maze
DOWN
49 Place to take
1 State capital on
stock?
the Peart River
2 Alternative to
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war
3 Rouyn-_,
Quebec
4 Cheat 1'n a way
•
1

·
5 p ercussion

instrument

6 Sched. info
7

Promise

10 Bit of salon

waste

•
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Helping
38 [Not more
Destructive
homeworkn
tropical
39 Shakers and
American weevil
tongs, e.g.
14 Starts gently
40 Red Skelton
21 Dip choice
musical comedy
23 Cousin of a clog
41 It can make you
28 First name in
square
psychedelic rock 43 Like some
Fl fl 1
30 x rm Y
pumps
•
32 New J erseys
- - Un1·vers1·ty 44 Rescuer of
34 Someth1·ng
Andromeda, in
graded between
myth
E and F?
45 Wedges

12
13

3a Bother,~ •ar. 48~~~~
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52

Platform
introduced in
1981

53 Relative of a

rose apple
54 Nasal spray
brand
56 Classic fantasy
game, informally
58 "The
Neverending
Story" author
Michael
59 Evil "Star Trek"
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Nation readies for.Democratic Congress
The Assooated Press

WASHINGTON - Now that
voters have rejecred one-party rule
in Washington, can a presidenr of
one parry and a Congress led by
the other play nicely enough co
accomplish anything in the next
two years?
It's been done in the past.
Srill, President Bush and
lawmakers on both sides of the aisle
will have co put aside ar lease some
of their pre-election rancor and
suppress any desire to get even.
For his part, Bush tried to move
past the bitter tone of the campaign
within hours of its end by granting
a top demand of the Democrats: the
ouster of Defense Secretary Donald
H. Rumsfeld.
And he invited newly empowered
Democratic leaders co lunch ar the
White Hol'ie - serving Speaker-inwaicing Nancy Pelosi her favorite
food, chocolate.
For her part, Pelosi stopped
calling Bush incompetent and
dangerous.
Inscead, she made a point of
deeming the lunch lovely and
speaking of "some areas" where
bipartisanship was possible.
Yet to be seen is whether the
conciliatory gestures and promises
to work together can endure
long enough for Congress and
the president to produce laws
addressing big problems and restore
crust in the governmenr.
Roll models exist.
So docs the motivation to follow
their lead as the two years before the
2008 elections tick away.
Providing the opporruniry:
a slare of stalled legislation on
immigration, Iraq and rerrorism
that voters named as important in
exit polls this week.
Bush and Congress mighc follow
the lead of President Eisenhower
and the new Democratic majoriry
of 1954, which established the
lncerstace highway syscem less than
cwo years lacer.
They can look co President
Nixon, who signed into law
major environmental mmanves
- the Clean Air Act and the
Environmental Protection Agency
- negotiaced with Democratic
majorities on Capitol Hill.
Ronald
Reagan
and
the
Democratic House and Senate
passed legislation sustaining Social

The Associated Press

Bolton unlikely to get second
term as UN ambassador

»
WASHINGTON - John Bolton's
prospects for staying on as U.N.
ambassador essentially died Thursday
as Democrats and a pivotal Republican
said they would continue to oppose his
nomination.
It was another blow to President
Bush, two days after Democrats
triumphed in elections that will give
them control of Congress next year. On
Wednesday, Bush had announced that
Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld,
a polarizing figure and face of the Iraq
war, would step down.
Sen. Lincoln Chafee, R-R.I., who
was defeated by Democrat Sheldon
Whitehouse on Tuesday, told reporters
in Rhode Island that he would continue
opposing Bolton. That would likely deny
Republicans the votes needed to move
Bolton's nomination from the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee to the full
Senate.
CHUCI llBINEDY/ MCT

President Bush meets with Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi, 0-Calif.. along with Rep. Steny Hoyer, 0-Md. and
Vice President Dick Cheney, not pictured, in the Oval Office of the White House in Washington, Thursday, Nov.
9 after their meeting.
Securiry for anodier chree decade;.
A key deficit reduction program and
the Americans With Disabilities Acr
became law when Democrats ran
the Congress and Bush's father was
presidenc.
And in the 1990s, President
Clinton and a new Republican
majoriry
overhauled
the
nation's welfare laws, an achievement
each side hailed as one of its
best.
Many experrs say that Democrats
and Republicans are too polarized
for chat co happen now, despire che
initial overtures of good will.
"White House officials do not
expect that a Democratic-controlled
Congress would work wich them
in any sincere or meaningful way,"

said George C. Eawards Ill, a
political science professor at Texas
A&M Universiry. "True or not, this
perception could become a selffu.lfilling prophecy."
Democrats admit to struggling
with the rempcation to get even for
six years of being shut ouc of final
negotiations with the White House
and majoriry Republicans on major
issues like homeland security, tax
cuts and the Medicare prescription
drug program.
But both Bush and the
Democrats have reasons to mend
fences.
In the rwilight of a wartime
presidency, Bush could polish his
legacy by reviving his uniter-not-'3divider campaign promise of 2000.

Lawmakers in both parties, some
of them beginning what amounts
co a cwo-ycar job interview for the
presidency, also have an incentive
ro move away from confrontation

politics.

Sun-Ti111es Media Group eps
changes to stem paper's losses

» CHICAGO- Sun-Times Media Group
Inc. is considering a complete overhaul
of the Chicago Sun-nmes amid a
continuing steep decline in advertising
and circulation revenue at the city's
second-largest newspaper, its chief
executive said Thursday.
Gordon Paris' comments on a
conference call came a day after
the company, which also publishes
community newspapers around Chicago,
reported a $34.9 million third-quarter
loss. Paris attributed the company's 14
percent decline in overall advertising
revenues largely to weakness at the
Sun-Times.

If they need a reminder, they
might look at the 61 percent
disapproval racing Congress received
in the exit polls rhis week.
As for Bush, he's goc a long
way to build on the 43 percent
approval rating those same polls
gave him.
"There's no way in the world that
Democracs can achieve anything if rtf (-,iffil!iilii•
we rry to get even," cautioned Rep.
Charlie Rangel of New York, the
likely next chairman of the Ways
and Means Committee.

$2 .75 - ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 P M
s3.so - ALL EVENING SHOW S

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH (PG 13)

DAILY 7:00 FRI SAT 9:30 SAT SUN
MAT2:15
MAN OFTHE YEAR {PG 13)

$5

All Shows Before NOON
Friday Saturday, Sunday & Hol1clays

STRANGER THAN ACTION (PG 13) 4:00 6:50
9:30 FRI-SUN MAT 10:301:10
RAGS OF OUR FATHERS (R) 5:00 8:00 FRI
-SUN MAT 10:40 1:50
BORAT (R) 4:20 7:15 9:40 FRI - SUN MAT
11:20 2:10
AGOOOYEAR(PG 13)4:40 7:00 10:00FRI
-SUNMAT11:00 1:40
THE RETURN (PG 13) 4:30 6:40 9:15 FRI
- SUN MAT 11 :30 2:20
SANTA CLAUSE 3: THE ESCAPE CLAUSE (G)
4:10 6:30 9:00
FRI-SUN MAT11:10 1:30
FWSHEO AWAY (PG) 5:30 7:45 9:50 FRI
- SUN MAT 11 :40 2:30
SAWlll(R) 4:50 7:30 10:10FRl-SUN MAT
11:50 1:20
THEPREST1GE(PG13) 5:10 8:15FRl-SUN
MAT 10:15 1:00
THE DEPARTED (R) 5:20 8:30 FRI - SUN
MAT 10:50 2:00
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Orchestra set for first concert

FROM PAGE 1

'1 guarantee you char Maria
Sha.rapova will pick something char
will give her a competitive edge over
srylc," Blackburn said. Even though
uniforms may serve a funccion,
some commercials and ads seem co
endorse the players who have chc
pretry race and talent. Even soccer
players get commcncs.
"Our uniforms arc more similar
co guys, but we still gee commcncs
chat our shorts are coo shore," said
Eastern junior women's soccer
player Meg Ryon.

BJ Carrie Hollis
Staff Reporter

Patrick shows another side of
herself in this photo from FHM
Magazine.

Endorsements and Commercials
This year, Sharapova became che
cop-earning female achlete, making
$19 million a year, according to
Forbes magazine.
However, the No. 1-ranked
women's cennis player, Amelie
Mauresmo, earned $2.6 million
chis year, according co an arcicle in
the Daily Herald.
The article explained how
Sharapova has endorsements with
Motorola Inc., Canon Inc., along
with Nike.
Mauresmo, who is openly gay,
only has endorsemencs with a
natural gas company and an eyeglass
retailer in her native country.
"I think it's more of the
charisma of a player who gees the
endorsemencs," said Blackburn.
"They have to be able to picch the
product."
Kerri Walsh, a beach volleyball
player who won a gold medal ac the
2004 Summer Olympics, currently
has a commercial with Gacoradc
Rain.
There are also versions of the
commercial with Peyton Manning
and Kevin Garnett.
In each commercial, the athlete
emerges from the ball as ic's raining
ouc.
"The Gatorade Rain commercial
is not 'sexual' at all," said Walsh's
agent, Ryan Morgan of Morgan
Advisory Group. "I think chat
female athletes are pomaycd very
positivdy in the press."
Bue chose who may not
understand the sport and funccion
of a bikini uniform for beach
volleyball may sec chc commercial
in a sexual way, Flounders said.
"I think women gee portrayed
in a more sexual way," said Eastern
sophomore women's soccer player
Pam Melinauskas. "Commercials
wich women achleces have che
women in tiny outfits, while guys
such as Michad Jordan are dribbling
a basketball."
Agencies seem to focuse more
on che appearance of a fem ale
athlete chan chcir talent, as seen
wich race car driver Danica Patrick.
In che April 2003 issue of FHM
Magazine, Patrick is on the cover
in clothes more revealing than her
usual racing attire.
While che press asked about the
pictures, many forget she became
che fourth female driver to lead the
race at the Indianapolis 500, as she
did ac the 2005 Indianapolis 500.
Patrick said the layout "did what it
was supposed co do ... cause a stir"
and reminded the press chat they
"should look and say, 'Hey, she led
her fourth race. My gosh. Thar's
prcrcy good,'" according co the June
16, 2005 article "Danica Mania:
Sex Appeal, True Talent an Enticing
Combination" in 7he Post-St11ndard.
In her 2006 book, "Best Seat in the
House,• USA Today Columnist
Christine Brennan explains how
female athletes should have chc
confidence to not •succumb ro the
lowest common denominator of
the male-dominated spon.s media

and disrobe..
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chem more endorsements (Exhibit

A. tennis's Anna Kournikova, who
has made millions while never
winning a tournament), the vast
majority are left playing to the
oldest srercocype in the book,"
Brennan says in her book.
Bue jusc because they may have
appeal, these players still have
cal enc.
"The athletes' exposure grows
due co cheir talent, not their looks,"
Morgan said. "'Players like Kerri,
Serena Williams and Mia Hamm,
and many, many ochers, are
cremendously talented achleces."

Past to Future
Society has to face the faces
chat women are women; chey have
breasts and smaller figures, buc can
still play any game like a man.
The idea of a "feminine-looking
athlete" is one female athlcces
have had to deal wich since their
emergence into sports.
Unlike today's athletes who
have chc ability to wear uniforms
for function, the first female
pioneers into the baseball world,
the All-American Girls Professional
Baseball League players, had co
wear skins and act "ladylike" on
and olf the field. Even the firsc
female basketball players in 1892
wore longer skins. When basketball
reappeared for women in the 1970s
and 80s, the uniforms for women
changed. But ic changed co a eight
T-shirt and shores. Today's jerseys
are more tailored to women with
a sleeveless cue that is wider than
men's jerseys. The idea of acting
ladylike has been transformed into
sex appeal in today's spores world,
like in soccer. Male soccer athletes
are often seen running around rlie
field wich their shins over their head
after a goal. There are no fronc-page
stories about ic, or endorsement
deals. Bue when Brandi Chastain
scored the winning goal against
China ac the 1999 Women's World
Cup, the image of her on her knees,
clenching her fists and wearing only
her sports bra became headline news
and gave Chastain an endorsement
deal with Nike.
~She was in the momenc,"
Melinauskas said. "If it were me, I'd
do chat coo. If a man can do it, why
can'c a woman?"
The continuing growth of
women's spores seems to be making
them out as equal co men. In
tennis, the only tournament where
men receive more prize money than
women is Wimbledon.
"Ten years ago, men were getting
twice as much more than women,"
Blackburn said.
Today's players are showing
how they are playing well not
just because of che sex appeal but
because of their talenc.
"I chink chat m:mcndous
female athletes, such as Kerri, Mia
and Serena, will continue to be
portrayed in a positive light that
focuses on their f.uu:astic talents

'• and their unbelievable abilities."

"Even if!t ought get o~ oit.io of Morgan said.

Richard Rossi, direccor of
orchestral and choral activities. will
unite three schoob through music
Sunday afternoon.
The
Easccm
Symphony
Orchestra
and the Choral
Ensembles, along with Universiry
of Illinois graduacc students and
faculty. will come togecher to
perform Mozart's "Requiem" as one
of the ESO's final performances of
che fall ~emester.
Although chis is the first rime
Rossi will conduct chis piece ac
Eastern, he had din~cced and
produced a recording of"Rcquiem"
while attending Sr. Vincent
College.
"This is a significant piece
because it was the last music Mozart
wrote beforc dying," said Maureen
Murchie, concemnaster of ESO
and music fuculty member. "Usually
people write requiems ar che end
of their lives and ic ends up being
some of their best music."
Murchie began playing che
violin when she was six, buc has
been listening co music her whole
life. She graduaced from Baylor
University with a Bachdor of Arts
degree and a Master of Music

degree.
One
of
the
biggest
highlights
in her music
career so fur was
playing "Spring"
Maureen
from Vivaldi's
Concerto at the
Murchie
Krannert Cencer
Concert master,
at the University
faculty member
of Illinois.
According to
Murchie, while
she and Rossi were puuing chis
program cogecher, he decided he
needed a shorter piece ro round out
the program. Together chey decided
on a violin solo she would play from
"Autumn" by Vivaldi.
Another Easccm faculty member
along with Murchie who will be
performing
mezzo-soprano
is
Marilyn Coles. professor of voice.
"This piece is in Latin so it's a
different language," Coles said. "A
piece with such scarus, you want to
give it its due justice."
Coles began performing when
she was three years old and received
her Master of Music degree and
Doctor of Musical Arts from the
Universiry of Illinois.
She has been teaching for over
30 years and has been at Eastern

since 1988.
She
has
performed
in
over 60 opera
and
oratorio
roles
panning
from
San
Marilyn Coles
Francisco
to
Mezzo-soprano,
Europe. While
faculty member
she is proud
of
all
her
performances,
her favorite role
was performing
in the opera Carmen while she was
living in Germany.
Ocher voice talents include
University of Illinois graduate
scudenc Desiree Hassler, and
University of Illinois faculry
members Jerold Siena and Ronald
Hedlund.
\ Another guest appearance will
include rhe Centennial High School
Srring Orchestra from Champaign.
The "Mostly Mozart" will cake
place at 4 p.m. Sunday in chc
McAfce Audicoriurn.
Tickets are $10 for general
admission,
$8
for
senior
citizens and $5 for youth 17 and
under.
This event is sponsored in part
by the Charlescon Area Charitable
Foundation.

Theater department throws a party
BJ Chelsea Hand
Staff P.eporter

The Village Theater is having a
birthday parry chis weekend, and
everyone is invited.
"The Binhday Parry," a play by
Harold Pincer, will be performed
chis weekend at Eascern's Village
Theacre on 18th Screec, from Nov.
10 co 14.
Theater
professor
Clarence
Blanchette is directing the play
about a couple who run a seaside
boarding house and their neurotic,
solitary boarder. Two young men
come co che house and insist on
a birthday parry for Stanley, the
neurocic boarder, and the ploc
thickens.
"The Birthday Parry" is being
dedicated co Lucina Paquet
Gabbard, a former teacher ac
Eastern, as well as author, stage and
screen accress.
chac this
Blanchette said
particular play is being dedicated to
her because :.he was a "prercy well
known authority on Pinter." She

was also very involved in Eascem's
1975 version of the play char her
husband directed, he said.
Blanchette also remembered
when John Malkovich was in "The
Birthday Parry" here in 1975.
"He (Malkovich) goc a handle
on his career, as he plays mosdy
odd characters, here at Eastern,"
Blanchette said. Malkovich played
Pecey in that production.
Although it is often described as
a "comedy of terrors," Blanchette
described chis Pinter play as an
intense, choughc-provokingplay, not
unlike ocher Pincer plays. Although
it was a challenging play, che casr
and he "'discovered a lot about it,
and ic was a nice adventure."
Garin Jones, a cheater major
who plays McCann, said chis play
was a lot of work, but he enjoyed it
because of the different levels of rhe
characters.
He and Blanchette agree chat
this play is for people who really
appreciate che arcs, as ic is a thoughtprovoking play.
Blanchette also recommends the

play for English, psychology, theatre
majors, or any ocher students who
have an interest in Pincer.
Pincer was chc Nobel Prize for
Literature recipient in 2005, so
students might have an interest in
his work as well because of chis.
The characters in this show are
very complex, said Rich Aguilera, a
cheater major, who plays Stanley.
Aguilera said people normally
categorize him as comedic, buc
he likes this play because "doing
dramatic is challenging."
This will be Aguilera's second
production here ac Eascern.
Theater major Tracy Hillstrom
is the Stage Manager and Assistant
Director for this production and is
in charge of blocking for the actors,
correccing lines, blocking after the
accors arc on scage and running the
keys.
After six weeks of rehearsal, she
said she is really happy with how
the actors advanced with a lot of
hard work.
"I'm really excited about it," she
said.
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CROSS COUNTRY I MIDWEST REGIONALS

UJ

SWIMMING I BRITTANY WININGER

Eastern runners aitn for nationals Family motivates senior
I
Six women , fou r men
to steady improvement
bead to Minneapolis
NICOLE FLOUNDERS

By Brandy Provaznik
Staff Reporter

Eastern is going inro the
NCAA Midwest regionals this
weekend knowing chat how they
cild at the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship meet two weeks ago
has no bearing on this meet.
"I chink it is the toughest system
for qualifying," head coach Geoff
Masanec said. "More than ocher
sportS because if you win conference
it don't mean anything. Anyone chat
wanes to go co regionals can go."
Masanec said chat he is going to
take the four men who he thought
deserved to go and should compete.
Senior Brad Runnion, juniors
Brad Butler and Jake Larson, and
freshman Erk Pedersen were the
men Masanec chose to go.
Masanec is also caking the cop six
runners on the women's side.
Juniors Jillian Blondell, Amy
Lejeune and Nicole Flounders;
sophomore Karie O'Brien as well as
freshmen Erin O'Grady and Rebecca
Smith make up the women's ream.
There are nine regions in the
country: Great Lakes, Mid-Atlantic,
Midwest, Mountain, Norche3.$t,

> Hanging
FROM PAGE 16

ITU head coach Doug Malone,
who is an acting coach like Hucson,
said they cry ro move their defense
around because of their lack of
size.

"We use chem in a motion
where they're most effective in
movement," Malone said. "We cry
co out-quick.n
TIVs defense has its hands full
with the Panthers on the ground.
The Panthers lead the conference
and are 13th in the country with
more than 210 rushing yards per
game.
ITU is second-to-last in the
conference in rushing defense.
They have given up more than 177
rushing yards per game and rank
92nd in the country.
"The match-up with Eastern
Illinois' running game will be a
challenge," said Malone. "They'll
keep pounding and pouncilng.
(Then) there's a bootleg or a play
action."
Eascern's defense is coming
off a game in which it held the
conference's leading rusher heading
into the game, Javarris Williams, to
just 38 yards on I 5 carries.
But the performance had more
to do with TSU falling behind than
the Panthers' defensive scheme,
said defensive coordinator Roe
Bellantoni.

CROSS COUNTRY RUNNER

"Instead of focusing on being in the top
five or 1O, we are going to try for 60th or
10th."

South, South Cencral, Southeast and

West.
The cop two teams in each region
advance co nationals. Thirteen extra
teams are chosen by looking at the
third place teams.
If a third place team has beaten
the first or second place team in the
regular season, they have a chance
for one of the 13 excra places.
Eastern is in the Midwest region
with teams from the Big Ten, Big 12
and Missouri Valley Conference.
"It is going to be different; there is
a loc of talent," Flounders said. "We
aren't going co be in the front of the
pack. Instead of focusing on being in
the top 6ve or l 0, we are going co cry
for 60ch or ?Och."
Despite the change in the
competition level, the Panthers said
their mental aspect does not change.
"It doesn't_ really change our
mindset even though ic is bigger
competition," Lejeune said. "We are
still going to focus on getting ouc
fur because you are more likely co

Bellantoni said he expects the
Golden Eagles co establish the run.
"They like co run the ball fusr,"
he said. "Establish the run and throw
play-action passes and screens. They
have two really good running backs.
They run downhill."
Anthony Ash and Derek White
have combined for more than 1,000
yards rushing this season.
Tennessee Tech will have the
backing of its Homecoming
crowd.
Ir will be the fourth rime
this season Eastern will play in a
Homecoming game.
But the distractions won't keep
the Panthers from focusing on
what they have to do co keep their
postseason hopes alive.
"Weknow it's their Homecoming
so they're going to be fired up,"
Webb said. "(But) we have a lot of
things we want co do. Something
has co give."
Notes: Starting lefr guard Drew
Cairo-Gross isoucforcherestofche
season because of a left knee injury
suffered during the 29-3 win last
Saturday against Tennessee Stace.
Head coach Mark Hutson said the
injury would not require surgery.
Chaz Millan! will move into the
scarring spot for Cairo-Gross ...
Running back Norris Smith was
held from contact during the week
but should be able to play this
weekend against TIU.
Smith is nursing a left shoulder
injury.

end, up
,. getting stuck in a spot if you
done.
The men will be running a lOK
as opposed to their normal SK
A dynamic char the Panthers will
have to account for is the change in
distance.

"We are jumping up like another
mile or so; it is going co be cougher,"
Pederson said. "We jUSt want co go
out there and run a good race."
The women, who will run a 6K,
have a slight advantage because they
have already run one 6K this year.
"This is new for me. All I have co
work off of is Bradley," said O'Grady
about Eastern's only ocher 6K meet
at Bradley on Oct. 13. "We ran a 6K
there and I will have to use chat co my
advantage, knowing how it feels."
The meet will be held at
Les Bolstad Golf Course in
Minneapolis.
"The course is similar to Bradley,"
Butler said. "le is a golf course and
so we have sort of an idea of what it
will be like."

By Adam Tedder

many records at her high school,
Terre Haute South, along with her
siscers.
Hard
work,
focus
and
Wininger was recruited to Eastern
determination have helped senior by head coach Ray Padovan.
swimmer Brittany Wininger become
Padovan said he knew she had
talent, but he had no idea how
a standout performer ac Eastern.
But the key to her success is versatile she would be.
"She was a fairly talented
fu.mily.
"My fu.mily is the mosc important swimmer coming in," he said. "She
thing co me," Wminger said. "My was a decent medley swimmer. But
parents have been co almost every over the past three-and-a-half years,
one of my swim meecs and my she has filled in some tremendous
grandparents are, and always will be, needs for us."
my number one fans and heroes."
The respect is mutual.
Wininger says Padovan has
Wininger has been surrounded
helped her develop as a swimmer.
by water since she was a baby.
"My parents were coaching a
"Coach Padovan has been an
small club swim team when they inspiration for many swimmers
threw me in the water at six months during his career at EIU and he has
old and I bobbed to the cop and I been especially helpful co me," she
have been swimming ever since," said.
Since coming ro Eastern,
Wtninger said.
W tninger's grandfather was a swim Wininger has sec a scbool record for
official for many years. Her parencs, the 200-yard incilvidual medley and
Brian and Martha, both swam and bas posted numerous victories.
Junior Pacey Young has been her
coached. Her sisrers, Morgan and
teammate for three years now and
Courtney, are also swimmers.
Wininger made her first chinks highly of her ream.mate and
swimming accomplishment at age closest friend on the team.
11 when she won the medley for
"She's a hard worker," she said.
her age group at the state finals for "Her work ethic is contagious. I look
Indiana. Wininger would also sec up co her."
Staff Reporter

WRESTLING I HEAVYWEIGHT DIVISION

Panthers fill void with freshman
By Adam Larcll
Staff Reporter

Lase year, the lack ofa consistent
heavyweight hurt the Panthers.
With this year's new class, Eastern
hopes to rum that around.
"It's probably Joseph Trinka, a
freshman," said head coach Ralph
McCausland. "He's a two-rime
placer in the state of Illinois from
Crystal Lake, and I chink he has the
upper hand right now. These first
couple of tournaments we go to,
things will play out. We'll be able
co see more, tell things a liccle bit
better."
Trinka will gee his fuse chance
to prove himself at college level this
weekend at the Central Missouri
Open in Warrensburg, Mo.
Trinka cook fourth place last year

ac the state wrestling finals in the
215-pound weighc class. The year
before he cook second place.
Junior Greg Pen, who also
graduated from Prairie Ridge High
School in Crystal Lake, believes
Trinka will do good things for the
team.
"lc's going to be awesome," Pen
said. "He's a uue freshman, he's a
big guy. He's from my hometown.
He's just a big guy who wrestles
like a little guy. He'll get bigger and
his technique will continue co get
better, so I think he'll be a good asset
for the team."
Trinka held his own against Pea
in last Friday's practice matches.
McCausland said he has been
working hard all through the
preseason so far.
"He's just a work horse,"

McCausland said. "He's just one of
chose guys chat loves to work. He's
got a great work ethic and is always
in a situation where he's going to
do adciltional work without being
requested or asked to. That's just
signs of someday he's going co be
successful.n
Trinka thinks he has been doing
well so far in preseason against some
of the upperclassmen.
"I chink I'm OK for being a
freshman," Trinka said. "Think I'm
doing pretty well against some of
these ocher experienced guys."
With Trinka filling a vital part of
the Panthers lineup, McCausland
said the team should be more
solidified.
The only spot chat he thinks will
still be questionable will be the 165pound spot.
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SPRING BREAK
INFORMATION

FAIR

800-488-8828

Open Interviews
Saturday, November 11
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

www.sandpiperbeacon.com
FREE SPRING BREAK
MODEL SEARCH CALENDAR•
'VAllD fOl fll ST 1000 U SUVAllONS.

ITS YOUR LAST CHANCE!
Sports Editor
Mitt Daniels (9-1)
Eastern 28, Tennessee Tech 17
The Panthers keep their postseason
hopes alive with a win. Eastern's
defense contains Tech's highly skilled
quarterback Lee Sweeney.

The offense should run and run often
this week. Their control of the clock will
make it even more difficult for Tech to.
come back. And they won't after Eastern
takes off in the first half.

come get your picture taken for the yearbook
NOVEMBER 13 - 17 in the Union

Eastern 31, Tennessee Tech 6

1380 Beech Tree Road
Charleston

Residential &
Day Training

LAST PORTRAIT SESSION: The week of Nov 13
Sports Reporter
Matt Stevens {9·1}

TO SCHEDULE: Log onto bj.owyear.
~

Eastern 38, Tennessee Tech 7

Associate Sports Editor
Marco Santana (8-2)

Graywood Foundation

Eastern has three quality tailbacks
and the Golden Eagles give up 5 yards
per carry. Panthers quarterback Cole
Stinson could hand it off every play and
still win.
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ALL ACCESS WITH

OUSMANE CISSE
Iiits

Ousmane Cisse had
never seen so much corn.

OUSMANE CISSE

On his drive up to Eastern
in June with his host

Oii leanlag to speak Eaglish

family, he thought the

n That's when rrrJ host family
really looked out for me. Because
being with them, we'd speak Engfish.
Because (back home) everybody
speaks French.
The first t me I got here, I didn't
understand what anybody's saying
They're ke, 'The turkey's here or
'The bread 1s here'
They're talking but I don t
understand. I know they're trying to
help me say. They really helped me
• a lot.
When I'd see something. I'd say
it and they would say. 'No this is how
you 5a'/ it Be ng with them helped me
a lot I learned a lot from them.
Back n Africa we have Engrish
dass but we don't rea ly take it
senousi'f and when (Amencans) take
Spanish, they don t really take 1t
senously.
So when I got here I knew I had to
learn the language. And I had to learn
how to translate it into proper English.
They really helped me learn proper
Engfish

family had taken a wrong
turn because they could
not find Charleston.
They found Charleston
and now Cisse, a 6-foot8, 250-pound freshman
on the men's basketball
team, is finding his way
onto the court.
Cisse spoke Tuesday
with Sports Editor Matt
Daniels about what life
was like growing up in
the Ivory Coast and why

Oa his favorite movie ...

he thinks 'Saving Private

n I th nk my favonte mOVle s
SaVJng Pnvate Ryan. 11 ke the mOVJe
because I th nk it's one of America's
best movies
Go and help somebody out in a
situation. In the movie, you see how
strong a bond can be between tam·1y.
At the same time you can tell that
somebody that doesn t even really
knOw you can care about you.

Ryan' is a good movie.
TELL US WHY YOU CHOSE TO

ATTEND SCHOOL AT WTERN?
I had a good relationship with
Coach Miller. I think comiilg
co Eascem wasn't just coming co
Eastern. I cruse the program. I knew
that with Coach Miller here and
(Assistant) Coach Chad (Altadonna)
because I knew them before.
For me coming, I was fine and
going there. I did not take an official
visit. I just came here after I signed.
I didn't think about anything else.
I was prea:y sure I was going co be
fine.

HOW LONG HAD EASTERN
RECRUITED YOU TO COME?
Not coo long. I signed with
Norcheascern University. The coach
there went to Duquesne University.
So I was waiting for the coach to give
me another scholarship. Bue I guess
it was good for me not to go there
with the shootings and everything. I
think that was a good thing.
I was waiting for the coach to let
me know they still had a spot left. I
was like, that's unsure so I need to
look at another school. At the same
time I had calls from Coach Miller
asking me about my situation.
Asking how the scholarship.
Everybody
knew
that
(Northeascern's) coach left. So
everybody started calling me.
Whac do you wane to do,
your coach left? I was thinking. I
kept waiting, waiting, waiting for
che coach and he didn't cell me
anything.
So I called Coach Miller and I
said, do you have a scholarship for
me? He said yes. I said, OK, I'll
sign.

WHAT WAS IT LIKE GROWING UP
IN THE IVORY COAST?
Like I said before, and I cell this
co everybody ic's different chan ?ere.

JAY "81EC

I THE DAILY WTEIUI llEWS

Freshman center Ousmane Cesse moved to Atlanta when he was 17 from the city of Abidjan, Ivory Coast, in
Africa. He has averaged six points and four-and-a-half rebounds in Eastern's two exhibition wins.

I can say when it's really cold, it's
around 45 degrees. We have a long,
dry season, where it's not raining.
lc's really dry in areas. lc's humid.
It's really noc that bad. Ic's not
hot like a California or a Florida.
No, it's not that kind of hot. It's
just fine. You don'c get coo hot, you
don't gee too cold.

frustrated. I know that I just have
co learn.
Coach puts me in a situation
where I'm comfonable.
If I don't learn something, I can
go co him and he can show me tape.
And 1 leam on the court and I learn
off the court.
And that's real good for me. I
think that's one of the best things
about college basketball.
Because you can see your
mistakes and you know how to
adjust the next day. I think for
me they're doing a gobd job. I'm
not crying co be a big-time college
basketball player. I got rime.
Like I said, I goc four years. Most
of the time, people really grow in
their junior year or end of their
sophomore year. I'm not rushing
anythjng.

ARE YOU READY FOR WINTER IN
CHARLESTON TO ARRIVE?

WHAT DID YOU THINK ABOUT
IVORY COAST IN THE WORLD CUP?

Like I said, my hose parents,
they give me some money. I wenr
co the mall and I'm crying co find
the heaviest coat I can find. But
I'm looking around at people and
they're dressed different.
Right now I got this (sweatshirt)
but it's not really cold and I don't
think this is good for me. I chink ic's
coo light. So I'm trying co find a really
big, heavy coat. Because they've told
me by the end of November, once it
starts snowing it gees really cold. So
going to be ready.

I was watching one of their
games. Bue we didn't do good.
Tc's about one player. He plays for
Chelsea. Drogba. He's a very. very
good player.
Right now, he's the mosc
expensive African player. You know,
he's getting a lot of money. And he
started from nothing.
All these things. ir makes me
believe something will happen.
Basketball is the second spon.
Soccer is real big.
Basketball, people like basketball
buc they don't put toO much
importance or money in basketball.
They love the game.
Bue they don't puc a loc of money
in it. So they don't have professional

"Being in the Ivory Coast is different. Basketball and school are two
different things. It's not a league, but it's a young league. You just
play because you love the game. And here, you have the chance to
play because you love the game and you also have a chance to go to
school."

Being here is like a blessing for me
because I get to go co school for
free.
Four years, I get a college degree.
And I can still do something after
my life with basketball. Being in the
Ivory Coast is different.
Basketball and school are two
different things. It's not a league,
bur it's a young league.
You just play because you love
the game. And here, you have the
chance co play because you love the
game and you also have a chance to
go to school.
Back there, you either go co
school or play basketball. School
and basketball are two different
things.
You don't gee an athletic
scholarship co play basketball.
lc's more you go to school and
then you play basketball.
You play basketball just for fun.

WHEN DID YOU MOVE TO THE
U.S. AND WHAT PROMPTED IT?
Fall of 2004. I was 17 when
I moved here. I actually have no
family here.
I always cold my dad I was
dreaming to come to the United
States and play basketball.
Because back there~ t'.Ou watch

the TY, you see the guys playing in
the NBA. I love the game. So I was
like, I want co do ic.
I want something to happen for
me.
But at the same time, I had the
chance co go co school for free. So
it was a good opportunity co come
here.

WHAT'S YOUR FAMILY um DO
YOU HAVE ANY SIBLINGS?
There's six. I'm the third. For you
guys it's a big family, but for me it's
not really.
Two older brother~ and cwo
younger sisters. And another
younger brother.
My dad passed away in March
'97. I was really young when my
dad left. I had, when I was young,
this dream of playing basketball and
I had chis dream ofcoming here.
I always told my dad, I loved the
game.
Me and my dad played basketball.
For me, if he was here now, that's
the best thing chat could happen
for me. I'm pre~ sure he's happy
what's going on for me here.
Coming here is a blessing for me
because I know that's what my dad
and chat's what my parents what.

WHAT'S THE WEATHER LIKE 111
THE IVORY COAST?

rm

WHAT ARE YOUR GOALS FOR THE
SEASON WITH THE PANTHERS?
I'm learning. I'm still learning.
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MEN'S BASKETBAU. I REGULAR SEASON OPENER

IJiJ

Four rebuilding teams to battle at Iowa State
By Matthew Stevens
Sports Reporter

Easccrn takes the floor for its scasonopcning cournamcnr looking to erase chc
memories of a 6-21 season against opponents
with chc same idea.
Four ccarns currently in similar rebuilding
mod.cs will arrive in Ames, Iowa, for the
Cyclone Classic as chey cnccr a new college
basketball season.
"!e's like caking a pop quiz. in a biology
class," said Louisiana-Monroe head coach
Orlando Early. "You jusc goc co go in as ready
as you can."
Easccrn, Louisana-Monroc, UC Riverside
and hosr Iowa Stare arc all trying co find an
idcnciry cichcr with new players or in the
Cyclones case, a new leader on chc bench.
"lc's dcfinicdy a cransitional field,"' said
Eastern head coach Mike Miller. "Nor one
ream can look ac its schedule and say chat's a
guaranteed win or loss."

~~~~tb~q
1f aate
den news.corn

for exclusive coverage of weekend sports

After che Panchers' disappoincing season
lase year in Miller's first year, Eastern signed
cighr newcomers co its rosccr co spark a
change.
"It's a process all chc way and our guys arc
still learning co play at che pace we wane,"
Miller said. "It's unrealistic co chink our new
guys co start on fire."
The Panchcrs, ranked ninch in che Ohio
Valley Conference preseason poll, open
chc round-robin event againsc LouisianaMonroc.
The Warhawks finished last season 10-

18 and arc led by Tony Hooper and Jonas
Brown. The guard duo is now reunited afccr
being high school teammates in Housron.
Brown joins ULM chis year after rwo seasons
at Angelina Junior College in Luft.in, Texas.
Hooper and Brown combined for 28 poincs,
14 assists and 11 rebounds in ULM's 86-64
cxhibicion win against Division II Arkansas
Tech.
"I was mosc impressed with Jonas having
eight assists and no turnovers," Early said.
"Hooper is our leading scorer returning, so
he's going co score."
Hooper will be macchcd up wich Easccm
point guard Mike Robinson. The 2005 Ohio
Valley Conference Freshman of the Year,
will noc only be responsible for adding co
lase season's 9.6 points per game, buc also
forcing miscakes ouc of Hooper, because the
Warhawks sophomore averaged 4.5 turnovers
a game lase season.
Easccrn's Sacurday opponent,
UC
Rive rside, is excited just to be concentrating

on basketball.
This off-season the Highlanders program
has been forced to endure numerous offchc-coun issues. In September, a single-car
rollover accident killed guard Mark Hall and
injured chrec ocher players {Aaron Score, B.J.
Visman and Michael Crcppy).
"It's hard co puc into words how resilienc
chis ceam has been since the tragedy," said
acting head coach Vonn Webb.
UCR head coach David Spencer has been
granted a medical leave of absence and cwo
more players (Dedrick Bares and Justin Bell)
are ouc because of summer knee surgeries.
"At chis point, our main focus is coming
cogethcr as a team," Webb said.
Miller is cautiously optimistic about how
his new team will march up once they chrow
the ball up for rcaJ.
"Every ccam in chis event has practiced
about 17-18 rimes before chey play," Miller
said. "The key is who can mentally process its
system fuster."

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL I VS. MISSOURI-ST. LOUIS

Panthers look tO fix lapses
in final exhibition tune
BJ Marc Correnti
Stall Reporter

JAY '°8EC I THE DMJ WTBlll IEWS
Freshman guard Ashley Thomas plays defense during Eastern's exhibition win
against the Chicago Odyssey on Sunday. The Panthers exhibition schedule
continues tonight against Missouri-St. Louis.

» Stevens
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Well, today I'm king for a day.
Since game viewcrship is a value
all sports reporters hold in che
highest regard, chese swifr changes
could make the experience more
enjoyable.
Be prepared, however, because
as Cline Easrwood said, "sometimes
if you wane co sec a change for the
bcrtcr, you have co take things inro
your own hands."
How can you argue wich Dirty
Harry?

Two glaring weaknesses stood
out co head coach Brady Sallee
after lase Sunday's 93-89 win
against Chicago Odyssey: halfcourc defense and shot selection.
The Panthers will have one
more chance in chc exhibition
to
correct
chose
season
deficiencies in tonight's game
against Division 11 Univcrsiry of
Missouri-St. Louis.
While Easccm's new motion
offense looked to be in midseason
form, its defense cended to give
up easy shots in che half coun.
The most glaring statistic from
Sunday's game is che Odyssey's
50 second-half points and 47
percent shooting.
"I thought we had some
breakdowns," Sallee said. "A lot
of rimes, we lost sight of our man
and chey got ca.>y scores."
The full-court press remains
chc Panchcrs' staple on the
defensive end. Bue Sallee knows
chat in order to compete for
an Ohio Valley Conference

First issue: Mose profcssional
leagues and college conferences
have fines and possibly suspensions
in its bylaws for coaches who
criricize the officials.
Thac goes away immediaccly.
If. as a coach, you're stupid
enough co chink char you weren't
our-coached, our-played or outluckcd then by all means cake shots
ac che z.ebras.
In no ocher form of life do we
punish chose for being verbally
stupid.
We simply scop listening. For
the egos of coaches chat criticize
refs, nor getting a public rcacrion is

Saturday November 11
Special Appearance by:
Peggy Choy
Spm
University Ballroom
•Part of MAASU Conference
Fttt to EIU Stu~nu

championship, chc bcsc teams are
chc ones chat arc able to control
the game in the half court.
"Ic's fun co press," he said.
"We're nor going co hold
people in chc 50s all chc rime,
but in order co be ar the top of
our conference, we have co get
stronger all around defensively."
Coming into Sunday's game,
Sallee said he hadn't mentioned
shoe selection 10 his ream all
season.
Thar changed ar che end of
chc game when Sallee lamented
abouc some of che poor shots the
Panthers were taking.
Even chough Eastern shoe
47 percent, chcrc were rimes chc
Panthers looked co rush their
shots wichout working che ball
for an open look.
"J like ro shoot between 17
and 22 three-poinc shots a game,"
Sallee said. "Bur, I wane points
inside as well. The best way co
sum ic up is by getting balance.
The more balanced we arc, chc
bertcr our offense looks.•
Indeed, che Panchcrs had four
players in double figures, while

punishment enough.
Next: No more random jersey
number changes.
I undcrscand if a professional
player changes teams, it's possible.
It's also a bad idea. Currently, there
has co be 15,000 fans who show up
ac che Staples Center every night
extremely mad ac Kobe Bryant
because chey arc sporting his old
No. 8 while he trots out chis year
with 24.
This is chc singular faccor of
Alex Rodriguez's media-generated
demise in New York.
With the Mariners and Rangers
he wore No. 3. and no, I don't
c:xpecc chem co unrctirc the Babe's
number, buc 13?
Whar Yankee public relations
dude thought unlucky 13 was a
good omen in a game filled with
superstitions?
How about going from 3 co 33.
Plus it's one more reason for
Yankee fans to ship Jaret Wright
our of town.
Next - Sideline reporters arc
a luxury, not required. One per
spore.
No cx'~tions.
' "' •

holding a 42-24 points in the
paint advancagc.
Like lase Sunday's game,
Sallee isn'c sure whar starring
lineup he will use againsr UMSL
In chat game, sophomore Rachel
Galligan came off che bench
to ~re 21 points and grab 10
rebounds.
As effective as Galligan was
against che Odyssey, che Panthers
would like co use more fourguard sets on offense.
Wich talented freshman like
Jessica Huffman and Ashley
Thomas, along wich sophomores
Ellen Canale and Megan
Edwards. it would seem to be a
logical choice co puc all four on
the floor.
"This is an important game
for us," Sallee said. "The goal is
to sec some progression before
we fu.ce Bradley. Thac's what I'm
looking for."
Note: Ellen Canale will
be ouc for at lease 10 days.
Wacching practice from chc
sideline Thursday night, the
sophomore guard is suffering
from mononucleosis.

College foocball gets Jill
Arringron simply because what 18
co 22-ycar-old male would vote no
co Arrington coming co his campus,
if only for a day.
Pro football gets Suzy Kolber
{her handling of a drunk Joe
Namach hiccing on her during live
TV was incredible).
College basketball gets Bonnie
Bernstein {should'vc never Jcfc
CBS' college basketball coverage);
the WNBA gets Michelle Tafoya
and racing gets Jack Arute {horrible
ac his job buc his name still is,
unforcunacdy, hilarious).
Finally: an announcer who
refers co a player by his nickname
is suspended wichout pay for six
months.
There arc four exceptions who've
adopted chcir public name: Tigcr,
Chipper, lchiro and MJ .
Nothing is more irritating than
hearing announcers saying Big
Papi, Big Hurt, T.O. or A-Rod in
fuse reference.
They a.re people with names,
and you wouldn't walk up to our
governor and say, "Hey, Blago, got

a m.ihut~,
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. . , I VS: TEXAS A& M

One game away from a perfect season

SPORTS

Victory would clinch first
flawless season since 2002

FRIDAY

By Israel Carrillo

11.10.06

Staff Reporter

triplethreat

Today is the day that Eastern men's
basketball head coach Mike Miller and
his players have been waiting for: the
regular season opener. From Iowa
State and new coach Greg McDermott
(above) to Depaul, the nonconference
schedule is tough.
It may work in Eastern's favor giving
them good competition and more
confidence going into the Ohio Valley
Conference season. Here are three OVC
games that are circled on the schedule.

All that stands becween Eastern and a 10-0
regular season record is Texas A&M.
The lase game of the year for Eastern is a
rematch of last year's season finale where Eascem
shut out Texas A & M 25-0.
Assistant coach Brittany Brown said chat the
team's biggest goal has been going undefeated.
The 2002 season was the last time Eastern went
unbeaten, Brown's freshman year.
Currently, Eastern holds a 14-game winning
streak.
However, the downside of being the only
Division I team in the country means that after
the regular season ends, there are no playoffs.

FOOTBALL

"I've played for four years and it's never been
an issue." Brown said . "It's not available to us."
Head coach Frank Graziano said he talked to
the team in a preseason meeting to discuss how
hard it would be to accomplish an undefeaced
season with only 18 players.
To field a full team, 15 players are on the
field at once.
"I think it would be a liccle disappointing for
us right now co go 9-1 as opposed to going 100," Graziano said.
Graziano said he had a meeting with the
seniors the other day and he could see the fire
in their eyes.
"They're not going out with a loss ac the
end," Graziano said.
Freshman eight-man Stephanie Militdlo
said she is excited about the game against Texas
A&M because of what she heard about ic last
year.
"It was probably one of the most exciting

games. It was real close," Militello said.
Militello said she does not like thac Eastern
will not participate in postseason play.
"Its bad because we don't get to have a tide as
a No. 1 in the nation," Militdlo said. We don't
get that accomplishment of you know, NCAA
D-I champs."
Senior scrum half Stephanie Rasmusen said
she is determined to finish the season on a
winning note.
Rasmusen's father passed away just before
the game against Loyola (Chicago).
'Tm grateful that I made it through the whole
season and can't wait co see how everything
ends," Rasmusen said.
The ending of her career is not something
Rasmusen has thought much about, especially
with her recent loss.
"I really haven't thoughc of ic as my last
game unril now because he is the reason I'm still
playing," she said.

I AT TENNESSEE TECH

1. Nov. 25 at Murray State - Murray is
always a threat In the OVC, and, even with
only four returning players, is still a team
that has respect around the OVC. It's also
Eastern's first conference game. Playing
at Murray, where the Racers have a 97-16
record at the Regional Special Events Center,
is not an easy task.
Z. Dec. 3 vs. Samford - The Bulldogs
are the league's pick to win the CNC. Wrth
the best coach in the conference, Jimmy
Tillette, Samford should contend for the title
even with the loss of honorable mention
All-American J. Robert Merritt. The fact the
game is on ESPN2 should serve as added
motivation for Eastern.
3. Dec. 9 at Te•nessee State - TSU
pounded Eastern In the first meeting
between the teams last season, 84-68 in
a game that wasn't even that close. TSU
always plays with a little swagger that can
get under the skin of its opponents.
-Matt Daniels

Commissioner
for one day
Wane co know why rdacively
mature (being generous on that)
young adulc males like mysdf love
being sports reporters-in-training?
It's because we get co watch
games live for free and gee paid to
do it.
Don'c misunderstand, it's hard
work and sometimes a highly stressful
job, buc it's worch ic. The grind of
Monday through Friday and then
rush of going ro cover the game is
similar to the feeling you get in Las
Vegas when you drop a boatload of
cash at the blackjack table bur make
it up ac $4.95 buffet.
However, certain rroublesome
things have come up while
watching games on cdevision with
no local rooting interesc. So, here's
how it usually goes.
I'm watching a game, make a
humongous deal out of this little
issue and then my friend asks "If
you were commissioner for a day,
what would you do about it?"

SEE STEVENS
PAGE 15
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Matt Stevens is a senior journalism
major. He can be reached at
danville1999@Jahoo.co111.

ERIC HILTIIER I THE DAILYEASTERN llm
Wide receiver Jermaine Mobley catches a pass in Saturday's game against Tennessee State on Saturday. The Panthers play their third straight
game against a team from Tennessee, Tennessee Tech, this weekend in Cookeville, Tenn.

.Still hanging on
Panthers try and keep
postseason hopes
alive in Cookeville
By Marco Santana
Associate Spof'1s Editor

The Panthers employ what
acting head coach Mark Hutson
calls a "check-with-me offense."
On
nearly
every
play,
quarterback Cole Stinson looks
ro the coach co see if any audible
will be called based on the defense
presented.
This weekend's opponent,
Tennessee Tech, uses the same
thing - except on defense.
Ir sets up a chess match that has
both teams checking against the

other team's unit.
"I don't know where checkmate
comes in (bur) both sides are
evenrually going co have to snap
it within the 25 seconds," Hutson
said.
The Panthers (6-4, 5-1 Ohio
Valley Conference) play the
Golden Eagles at 1 :30 p.m. on
Saturday in Cookeville, Tenn.,
crying to keep their hopes for a
postseason berth alive.
The 15-9 loss co TennesseeMartin on Oct. 28 left Eascern
needing help to win its second
straight OVC championship.
Ir also has the Panthers
barely hanging on to hopes of a
postseason berth.
"We can't control our destiny

anymore," said running back
Vincent Webb Jr. "The theme this
week, is go 1-0 this week."
Tennessee Tech (3-6, 3-3) has an
attacking defense thac sometimes
gives up the big play, which is
something that comes with their
scyle of defense, Huuon said.
"The way they arrack upfield,
they create some lose-yardage plays
and they give up big plays," Hutson
said. uSome ceams are bend buc
don't break (in) philosophy. Some
are attack. They're a very aggressive
group."
The Golden Eagles have given
up an average of five yards per run
play, the most in the conference.

»

SEE HAMGlllG, PAGE 13

GAME PREVIEW

Eastern
(5- 1)

Tenn. Tech
(3-3)

Time: 1:30 p.m. (CST)
Place: Tucker Stadium
EIU's last game:
29-3 Wvs. Tenn. State

TTU's last game:
20-14 L at Samford

